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The demand for parallel and distributed discrete event simulation (PDES) is 

rapidly growing due to the advent of middleware programs which allow multiple 

processes running on one or more machines to interact across networks. High Level 

Architecture (HLA) proposed by DoD is the standard middleware designed for 

distributed simulation environment 

DEVS/HLA, developed in this dissertation, is a parallel and distributed modeling 

and simulation environment which employs a sound system theory, modeling formalism 

(extended DEVS) and system homomorphisms in its design. The environment includes a 

highly efficient message filtering scheme called quantization and is based on a risk-free 

PDES simulation protocol that exploits simultaneous events. In its implementation, 

DEVS/HLA employs hierarchical and modular object-oriented technology. To the user it 

presents a high level modeling paradigm and a highly reliable distributed HLA-compliant 

environment. 

This dissertation presents an analysis of quantization-based message filtering and 

some very promising empirical results that clarify the tradeoff between reduced message 

bandwidth demand and error incurred due to message reduction. The results relate 

bandwidth utilization and error against quantum size for federations executing on 

DEVS/HLA in Unix and NT networking platforms in both LAN and WAN 

environments. The theoretical and empirical results indicate that predictive quantization 

can be very scaleable due to reduced local computation demands as well as having 
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extremely favorable communication reduction/simulation fidelity tradeoffs. How the 

soltition extends to real-time DEVS simulation and implications for the design of real 

time infirastructures are topics for further research. 
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1. BVTRODUCnON 

A demand for parallel and distributed discrete event simulation (PDES) is rqpidly 

growing due to the advent of middleware which allows multiple processes running on 

one or more machines to interact across networks. Distributed simulation supports 

sharing of geographically dispersed simulation assets, just as local area networks allow 

users to share expensive computing resources such as printers and high end servers. The 

High Level Architecture (HLA) was proposed by the US Department of Defense as the 

middleware standard for distributed simulation environments. 

To develop PDES environments for wide area networks, we must contend with 

heavy trafRc and long latencies. The DEVS/HLA environment was developed as an 

HLA-compliant modeling and simulation enviroiraient based on the DEVS (Discrete 

Event System Specification) formalism. One of primary objectives in its development 

was to create a testbed for investigating various predictive contract filtering techniques to 

reduce simulation data traffic on congested networks. 

1.1. Modeling formalisms and homomorphisms 

Set theory provides the means to construct formalisms to specify dynamic 

systems. Since the essence of set theory is abstraction, set-theoretic objects can be 

manipulated by operations without specifying their concrete implementations. By 

manipulating appropriate abstractions real problems can be formulated and solved. 
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Formal systems are set-theoretical structures such as finite state machines, directed 

graphs and trees. Classes of models of real dynamic systems can be represented by 

appropriate formalisms which prescribe their parameters and governing constraints. 

Major classes with such formal representations ate differential equation systems, discrete 

time systems, and discrete event systems. 

System homomorphisms allow us to create and manipulate valid simplifications 

of complex (base) models. When parameters of the base model map to those of the 

homomorphic (lumped) model, and the governing constraints are preserved fit)m the base 

to lumped model, the behavior of the latter model faithfully reflects the behavior of the 

base model [1]. 

A well-known formalism and system homomorphism for sequential machines 

were introduced by Moore in the early sixties [6]. Three parameters (input, output, and 

state) and two constraint fimctions (state transition and output fimctions) are defined in 

the formalism. The class of discrete time systems can be represented with the Moore type 

sequential machine formalism. 

A system theoretic fiamework was developed by Zeigler [1] for discrete event 

system modeling and simulation. He partitioned systems into three classes and 

corresponding system formalisms; differential equation system specification (DESS), 

discrete time system specification (DTSS), and discrete event system specification 

(DEVS). He also developed homomorphisms that work across all system classes at 

various levels of specification. Such homomorphisms also specialize to specific classes 

so that, for example, a homomorphism relating DEVS models is defined. 
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In this dissertation, we introduce an extension of the DEVS formalism and a 

corresponding homomorphism concept aimed at supporting the abstractions needed for 

message reduction in distributed simulation. The new Time-based DEVS (TDEVS) 

formalism and associated system homomorphism, presented in Chapters 2 and 3, allows 

us to more easily express and preserve the time-related constraint function than was 

possible in the original DEVS formalism. The TDEVS homomorphism provides the 

foundation for formalizing the quantization ^proach to message filtering to be described 

in the next section. Another related concept, endomorphic model, will also be defined 

through a specialization of the TDEVS homomorphism. 

1.2. Quantization 

Quantization is an alternative approach to a digital simulation in which one 

quantizes the value space rather than discretizes the time base of a continuous trajectory 

to obtain a finite number of values in a finite time interval. Using quantization, the 

trajectory is represented by the crossings of an equally spaced set of boundaries separated 

by the quantum size. A quantizer checks for threshold crossings whenever an output 

event occurs and sends this value across to a receiver only when a crossing occurs. 

Therefore, the effect of quantization is to reduce the number of messages exchanged 

among nodes in a distributed simulation. This may increase performance in various ways 

such as decreasing overall execution time or allowing a larger number of entities to be 

simulated. 
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Predictive quantization is another approach that yields much more savings in the 

size of messages. It can reduce boundary crossing message size to just a one bit, instead 

of transmitting the actual value as in non-predictive quantization. Errors are generated by 

the process of quantization and must be analyzed to understand the tradeoffs between 

accuracy and speed of computation as well as between error tolerance and mess^e 

reduction ratio. 

Previous studies of quantization performed on massively parallel platforms 

reported a thousand-fold speedup in computation [8,9]. A global error due to propagation 

of local errors generated by predictive qtiantization was measured [27]. A research into 

the tradeoff between accuracy and performance has suggested that the dynamics of 

feedback interaction might cause errors generated in quantization to grow without bound 

[33]. 

The chapter 4 presents a theory of quantization based on the new Time-based 

DEVS modeling formalism and its associated homomorphism. The development includes 

error analysis and message reduction ratio. Several ways to implement three types of 

non-predictive quantizer are also discussed, as well as an eSicient way to implement the 

predictive quantizer. In chapter 8, we report the results of experiments with a Pursuer-

Evader model performed on the DEVS/HLA distributed simulation environment. The 

results confirm the predicted error and message reduction ratio. They demonstrate the 

effectiveness of message reduction using quantization on LAN and WAN. 
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1.3. Parallel Simulatioii for discrete event systems 

A parallel and distributed processing for discrete event system simulation is 

necessary in order to share numerous processing resources, to get better performance, and 

to distribute large memory demands. There are two idnds of strategies in the parallel 

discrete event simulation: conservative and optimistic. In the conservative approach 

causality violations are not allowed. On the other hand, whenever a causality violation is 

detected, a rollback mechanism is employed to recover from the error in optimistic 

approach. 

The first conservative scheme was proposed by Bryant [24] and independently by 

Chandy [22], and the optimistic scheme was first presented by Jefferson [21]. Some 

drawbacks of conservation schemes concern the overheads of lookahead and deadlock 

avoidance/recovery, while research on optimistic schemes concern state saving and 

rollback overhead. 

The parallel DEVS distributed simulation protocol was introduced by Chow [38]. 

In implementing the DEVS/HLA environment based on the protocol, we augmented the 

parallel DEVS protocol with a time granule concept to increase parallel execution and 

efficient handling of simultaneous events, as will be shown in Chapter S. 

1.4. Distributed Simulation Environment 

Middleware is a connectivity software that consists of a set of enabling services 

that allow multiple processes running on one or more machines to interact across a 
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network. It is essential providing for communication across heterogeneous platforms and 

interoperability in support of client/server architectures. The most widely-publicized 

middleware initiatives are the Object Management Group(OMG)'s Conunon Object 

Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [44,52], Microsoft's Distributed Component 

Object Model (DCOM) [51], and DoD's High Level Architecture (HLA) [3132]. 

Middleware simplifies the integration of heterogeneous systems so that users can share 

information more efiBciently, cost-effectively, flexibly and extensively. It will become 

highly critical as the Web matures and as systems become widely distributed. HLA is the 

only middleware designed specifically for distributed simulation environment 

HLA which defines major fimctional elements, interfaces, and design rules is the 

technical architecture for DoD simulations. The HLA rules are a set of rules which must 

be followed to achieve a proper interaction of simulations in a federation. These describe 

the responsibilities of simulations and the runtime infirastructure in HLA federations. On 

the other hand, interface specification defines the interface functions between the runtime 

infirastructure (RTI) and the simulations subject to the HLA. An object model template 

(OMT) as the prescribed common method records the information contained in the 

required HLA object model for each federation and simulation. 
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network 

Figure 1. HLA architecture 

As shown in Figure 1, the Runtime Infrastructure (RTI), which works as a logical 

layer, provides communications between a federation and several federates in a way that 

is analogous to how a distributed operating system provides services to applications. 

These interfaces are arranged in the six basic RTI service groups as follows: federation 

management, declaration management, object management, ownership management, 

time management, and data distribution management. The six service groups describe the 

interface between the federates and the RTI, and the software services provided by the 

RTI for use by HLA federates. 

The HLA is comprised of three elements; rules for federates and federations, the 

runtime interface specification, and the object model template (OMT) [31]. The HLA 

rules govern how to achieve a proper interaction of simulations in a federation and 

describe the responsibilities of simulations and of the data distribution mechanism called 

the runtime infrastmcture (RTI). The HLA interface specification provides the definition 

of interface functions between the runtime infrastructure and federated simulations. The 
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object model template is a fonnat for recording the infonnation required by the HLA 

Object Model for a federation and its federates. 

Regarding the terminology of HLA [32] a federate is one simulation acting as a 

member of a federation, while the federation is a set of federates intended to work 

together for a composite simulation. An object handled by the RTI is of interest to more 

than one federate and it can have more than one attribute. 

The HLA provides two types of communications; attribute updating between an 

object in one federate and another object in a second federate, and interaction 

communicating between two federates. An interaction is a non-persistent, time-tagged 

event generated by one federate and received by others through RTI. The interactions can 

have parameters similar to the attributes of objects. 

The HLA has two major components: the Object Model Template (OMT) and the 

Rimtime Infirastructure (RTI). Two commimication types, the attribute update and 

interaction, are supported by RTI to send information across different platforms and 

objects with their attributes and interaction with message type described by the user 

following the standard format of the OMT. The RTI distributes messages to appropriate 

parties and is transparent to the user. 
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DEVS 

Object-oriented 
Technology 

HLA 

Network 

Figure 2. Layered representation of DEVS/HLA Structure 

Figure 2 depicts the structure of DEVS/HLA, a relation between DEVS and HLA 

in terms of a layered system of functions. One of the key objectives in designing the 

DEVS/HLA simulation environment is a portability of models across platforms at a high 

level of abstraction. Since a DEVS model can be reused based on object-oriented 

technology, such portability would enable a model to be developed and verified in a 

platform, and then easily ported across distributed platforms. The DEVS formalism is 

expressed as a collection of objects and their interactions with the details of the 

implementation hidden within the objects. The user interacts with only those interfaces 

that manifest the DEVS constructs while being shielded from the ultimate execution 

enviroiunent provided by the services of the HLA RTI. 

1.5. Object oriented design and high level modeling 
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The object-orientation technology enables the modeler to enc^sulate a particular 

system and to provide a common interface to the rest of the whole system due to its 

encapsulation and abstraction capabilities. The closure under coupling — the abili^ to use 

a software component as it is - allows objects to be constructed in modular and 

hierarchical fashion. A specific model, coupled^ keeps the coupling relationships and 

deliver messages to the appropriate destination models. 

The DEVS/HLA environment in Chapter 7 presents an efBcient distributed 

simulation environment based on the object-oriented technology to build models in a 

hierarchical and modular fashion. Each model at a certain level of the hierarchy can see 

its one-level lower models and its one-level upper level. Therefore, the only concern in 

building a complex system is the relationship among models of upper and lower level. 

The high level modeling paradigm allows a developer to design distributed complex 

systems with a significantly reduced complexity. The maintainability and reusability of 

models are also distinct advantages of the DEVS/HLA environment 

1.6. Dissertation Organization 

The Chapter 2 presents the necessity and overview of modeling formalisms, 

especially the new Time-based DEVS formalism. The discrete event system 

homomorphisms related to the formalism are shown in chapter 3. The theory and 

implementation of quantization in chapter 4 displays the tradeoffs between bandwidth 

utilization and simulation fidelity. In chapter 5 the PDES simulation protocols based on 

the DEVS formalism are illustrated, ^^^e the simulation engine and libraries of the 
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DEVS/HLA simulation environment are presented in ch^)ter 6. The chapter 7 shows the 

high level modeling paradigm for a hierarchical design using DEVS/HLA and 

experimental results are displayed in chapter 8. Discussions and conclusions are in 

chapter 9. 
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2. EXTENDED DEVS WITH EXPLICIT TIME-BASE 

REPRESENTATION (TDEVS) 

A formalism is a clear and general specification for a class of objects in which the 

features of objects are prominent to an abstraction process based on sets and set 

operations [1,6]. The formalism then is defined by a list of parameters which are set-

theoretic constructs, and a list of constraints. An object in the class denoted by the 

formalism is specified by an assignment of values to the parameters which satisfies the 

constraints. 

System models are represented in various special formalisms such as those of 

di£ferential equations, automata or discrete event. Each of formalisms can be viewed as 

selecting a special class from the set of all systems [1]. 

2.1. Necessity of formalisms 

Consider a simple example - adding integer numbers from one to n. Without any 

knowledge of a formal equation, we have to add one by one. In this case, it takes long 

time depending on what the value of n is. The greater the value, the longer the time. The 

process of the numerous adding operations can also cause errors. However, once we 

If 

know the equation, = n(n+l)/2, then to solve the problem is trivial. The advantages 
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of employing the appropriate equation are: 1) We can save tremendous time in solving 

the problem; 2) We can achieve correct results; 3) We can expand problem space with 

ease. Applying the ^>propriate formalism for a system will realize the same effects as 

employing the right equation to the above example. 

Since a system can be very complex to represent, it is very hard to formalize its 

nature especially when temporal dynamics are included. Therefore, modeling a general 

system without any formal knowledge is almost impossible. However, a well-defined 

formalism. Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS), for discrete event systems was 

proposed by Zeigler [I]. It helps modelers to represent a complex system in a modular 

and hierarchical fashion with ease. In this chapter we introduce an extension of the DEVS 

formalism that enables us to include the event times more explicitly. This will help us to 

express the relationship between two DEVS systems more directly through the theory of 

system homomorphisms. 

2.2. Review of system formalisms 

In contrast to discrete time or discrete event systems, a differential equation 

system does not directly prescribe next states but provides implicit constraints on how 

such changes are to occur. The way it does this is to specify how the derivative of a state 

trajectory at any time t depends on the state and the input value at t. To display a state 

trajectory thus requires solving rather than computing. In practice, interesting models are 
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almost never tractable to analytic solution techniques so that differential equations are 

converted into numerically computable form, most often as discrete time systems. 

A E)ifferentiai Equation System Specification is a structure 

D = (X,S,Y,/,A,) 

where 

X is the input set, 

S is the state set, 

Y is the output value set, 

/ is a function, the rate of change fimction, 

/: S X X S 

A. is a function, the output fimction 

A.:S-+Y 

The sequential machine or automaton formalism can be interpreted as specifying 

a class of discrete time systems. Moreover, it can be shown that any discrete time system 

can be specified by a sequential machine although it may not always be helpful to do so. 

This formalism and its translation into the systems formalism are briefly reviewed here. 

A Moore type sequential machine is a quintuple 

M =(S,X,Y,5,X) 

where 

S is a finite nonempty set of states; 

X is a finite nonempty set of inputs; 
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Y is a finite nonempty set of outputs; 

5; S X X S is called the transition fimction; 

X:S->Y is called the output function 

In the Mealy form, the only difference is that output depends on both state and 

input: 

X: S X X —> Y is called the output function 

2.3. Discrete Event System Formalism 

The discrete event system specification (DEVS) is a formalism for the discrete 

event systems [1]. The DEVS formalism consists of two parts, base and coupled models. 

A basic model of a standard DEVS is a structure; 

M = <X, S, Y, Sgxb Scon ^ 

Where 

X : set of external input events; 

S : a set of sequential states; 

Y : a set of outputs; 

5iM. S S ; internal transition fimction 

Sext: Q X X** —> S : external transition fimction 

X** is a set of bags over elements in X, 

(where 4a(s,e,<j)) = (s,e)); 

Scon: S X X** -> S : confluent transition function; 
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X : S -> Y**: output function generating external events at tlie output; 

ta; S -> Real: time advance fimction; 

Where Q = { (s,e) | s e S, 0 < & < ta(s) }, and e is the elapsed time since 

last state transition 

Two major activities involved in coupled models are specifying its component 

models and defining the couplings which create the desired communication links. 

DN = <X, Y. D, {Mi}, {/,}, {Zij}> 

Where 

X ; set of external input events; 

Y : a set of outputs; 

D is a set of components names; 

for each i in D, 

Mi is a component model 

li is the set of influencees for i 

for each j in //, 

is the output translation function 

A coupled model contains the following information 

the set of components 

- for each component, its influencees 

- the set of input ports through ^^ch external events are received 

- the set of output ports through w^ch external events are sent 
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- the coupling specification consisting of 

- the external input coupling connects the input ports of the coupled to one 

or more of the input ports of the components 

- the external output coupling connects the output ports of the components 

to one or more of the output ports of the coupled model 

- internal coupling coimects output ports of components to input ports of 

other components 

2.4. Time-based DEVS formalism (TDEVS) 

We now introduce a reformulation of the DEVS formalism. The new discrete 

event system formalism. Time-based DEVS, is established to provide a criterion for 

abstraction or elaboration with consistent and correct handling of models. This formalism 

is the foundation of system homomorphisms and design of distributed system 

environment (DEVS/HLA) described later. 

The TDEVS is based on the standard DEVS formalism and consists of two parts, 

basic and coupled models. The basic model is a structure; 

where; 

• A": set of external input events; x e A' 

• .S; a set of sequential states; s e 5 and s' € .S 

• Y: a set of outputs; y e K 
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• S : Q xX —* S: state transition function; 

• if (t<tN and x=^) 

tt, t. x) = s (no state change if no external or internal event at time t); 

• if (t=tN and x=<ff) 

<5(s, ti, t, x) = Sin, (s) (internal transition function); 

a if (tTitsandx^^) 

• k:S -> Y : output function generating external events at the output; 

• T : S X Rl ^0.®' time interval flmction; if T(s,t) = t' then t' > t, 

(change everywhere to next event time flmction) 

where Q = { (s,tut) | J e<t(s,ti) } and < p  is null input. 

dis, ti. t.x) = (s, /£, t, x) (external transition function) 

• e/se if (t=ts and x^) 

<^s. ti, t,x) = 5con{s, x) (confluent transition flmction) 

t * 1 ' t(WL) 
-«K 

Figure 3. Systematic representation of a basic {atomic) model 
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Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of basic models. Events are either 

extemally or internally caused. The state of a model, which persists from one event to the 

next, is realized by a set of instance variables in the object representation of a DEVS. For 

example, a state of a queuing system may include the length of its queue among other 

instance variables. When an input packet arrives, the length is increased by 1. 

The time of the next event (/v) is the simi of two terms: the time of the last event 

(/£) and time advance function (ta) on state S. The ta fimction is interpreted as the time 

the system is allowed to stay in state s if no external events occur, while the elapsed time 

(e) is the time spent in this state. The state variable sigma (a) is the time remaining in this 

state which is ta(s) - e. When a model is imminent, tt becomes and then new tfi 

advances its time with current time tt plus the resting time (ta(s)) in this new state as a 

result of t(s, /i). 

The state transition function (S ) consists of three subfunctions which are 

expressed in terms of being inmiinents it=tN) and/or having inputs: an external transition 

function ((^) which is non-inmiinent with some inputs, an internal transition fimction 

i^nt) which is imminent with no input, and confluent transition function (Scon) >^ch is 

imminent with some inputs. The Sext processes the input and determines the resulting state 

depending on the current state and the elapsed time (e) the model has resided in the state. 

The SiM changes the state after this residence time has el^sed without inputs (ta(s) = e). 

For example, after a residence time that corresponds to the processing time of the 

selected customer in the queue, the internal transition fimction removes the packets that 

have been completed. This causes the length of the queue to decrease by the number of 
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removed packets. The ^ fimctioii decides what to do when both external and internal 

events occur together. One simple ^proach is to apply the Sea and Sua functions in a pre-

decided order. The output function {A) produces outputs based on the current state ^en 

triggered just before an internal event 

[Assertion] The basic model representation of the TDEVS formalism is exactly 

the same as that of the standard DEVS formalism except that the time of the TDEVS is 

an absolute real value including zero while that of the standard one uses a relative 

real value. 

(justification) Let the basic model of the standard DEVS fomialism be 

Md ~ '^X, S, Y, Situ, Sexh Scon ^ tO> 

and that of TDEVS 

Mt=<A;5; Y, 5\  X'. t>, 

such that 

Si„t'(s, ti. t, ijt) = SiM (s), 

Sext'(s, t u  t , x)=Sext (s, t-t  ̂ X) = Sat (S. 6, x). 

Scon' (S, tu t, X) = Scon (s. t-tu X) = Stxt (s. e, X), 

X' = X, and 

x(s,ti) = ?£ + ta(s). 

where e is elapsed time. 
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The basic model formalism for the time-based DEVS is different from that of the 

standard DEVS in two respects; the state transition function and time interval flmction. 

The three state transition functions ^on) belong to one state transition function 

(S) but are categorized by two conditions: whether input messages are in the input port 

(x^ and whether current time is the scheduled time (t=ti^. The last condition in which 

a model has no input message and is not scheduled cannot happen in the interpretation. 

Another difference is that the time interval function (x) employs the time advance 

function (ta) of the standard DEVS formalism. The x function returns II and ts so that it 

knows the interval (staying) time in state s which is the same as the result of ta(s) 

function, x allows functional preservation in homomorphic relationships between two 

systems. We have discussed discrete event system homomorphisms later. 

The coupled model formalism for the TDEVS is the same structure as the 

standard DEVS formalism 

2.5. Example: TDEVS Model of a Quantized Integrator 

There exists a quantized integrater 1(D) = (X, S, Y, 6, X, x) which accepts piece-

wise constant input and produces quantized output (described in chapter 4 in detail). The 

operation of the TDEVS for 1(D) is then the following: 

5 = (nD. ti. x) 

S(s, t,(^) = SiM(nD,to^) 

= (nD+sign(x) *D, tL+D/\x\, x), when t=tff and x—  ̂



S(s, t. x) = Sco^nD.ti. x') 

= (nD+sign(x) *D, tc+ , x'), when t =tN and x 
\ x \  

S(s, t, x) = Sex^(nD,tL.x),t, x') = (nD+(t-tt)*x', t, x), where tL<t<tN, 

y=Z(nD> ^L. x)=nD, 

t(s, to = z(nD. tux') = [tu tL+ -^7» 
1*1 

t(s, to = r(nD. tu 0) = [tu «>]. 
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Homomoiphism is the most important of all modeling concepts by providing a 

criterion for abstraction or elaboration with consistent and correct handling of models 

[1,4]. It provides the intellectual tool to ensure that the operations of the model are 

consistent, correct and will realize what they are intended to accomplish. How can a 

modeler be confident that two systems are consistent as models of the same reality, the 

same flmctionality, or essentially the same? The more detail included in a model, the 

greater its level of complexity for computation and development. 

Since abstraction is the process of mapping a complex object into a rather simple 

one, it is thus a valid simplification to reduce the level of complexity of a model while 

retaining its validity with respect to its counterpart system in desired experimental frames 

[1]. By manipulating abstraction, we can not only consistently explain the relationships 

among models, but also confidently design another system having the same fimctional 

capability. Finding the right abstraction for the objects under study in an engineering field 

can also lead us to make progress to a significant extent. 

A system homomorphism based on a system formalism provides a concrete 

foimdation for abstractions, since the formalism specifies a class of objects explicitly and 

generally. This chapter presents the foundation of formal model description and 

systematic abstraction in discrete event systems: the TDEVS formalism associated with 

homomorphisms for valid abstractioiL 
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3.1. Level of abstractions 

Time 

0 S 10 IS 
a) Continuous System 

State 

3t 

2 

J 
Time 

0 5 10 15 
b) Discrete time system 
State 

Time 

0 S 10 IS 
c) Discrete event system 

Figure 4. State transition homomorphism associated with a Continuous System, Discrete 
Time System, and Discrete Event System 

The Figure 4 illustrates an example of the abstraction process for the state 

transition among the following systems: the continuous system, the discrete time system, 

and the discrete event system. The discrete time system samples the value every delta 

time interval, while the discrete event system produce the output whenever the value 

crosses its boundary (in this case, the boundary is each integer value). 
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State iransitMin in 
Discrete Time System 

2.6 
24 Z9 

3.1 

30 

10 

3.0 
2.0 

State transition in 
Discrete Event System 

Figure 5. The effectiveness of the State Homomorphism between the Discrete Time 
System and Discrete Event System in Figare 4. 

From the Figure 4, the effectiveness of abstraction is depicted in Figure 5 in 

wiiich the state transition of the discrete time system is compared to that of the discrete 

event system. Several state transitions of the discrete time system can be mapped to one 

transition of the discrete event system such that several computing processes and data 

transmission among its neighbor models can be saved in some extent depending on the 

level of the abstraction, the abstraction is valid within error tolerance. 

Homomorphism of the Moore t)^ sequential machine [6] is defined as follows: 

[Definition] A sequential machine 

M' = (S', X', Y', 5', a:) 

is a homomorphic image of the machine 

M = (S,X, Y,5,A) 

if and only if there exists three ONTO mappings 

h,: S -• S' 
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h2:X-) .X'  

h3 : Y Y' 

such that for all seS and xeX, 

hi[5(s, a)] = 5'[h|(s), h2(x)] 

hjlA (s, a)] = A'[hi(s), h2(x)l 

The triple of mappings (hi. hi, hs) refers to a homomorphism of M onto M' 

3.2. Discrete Event System Homomorphisms 

a)setsofIn|Mit b) set of state c) set of ontpot 

S x T x X  

d) State Transition Fnnctian(5) 

e) Output Fnnction(X) 

S x T  ^  

f) Time Interval Fnnction(r ) 

Figure 6. Set representation of time-based DEVS formalism 

The TDEVS formalism for the atomic model is displayed in a set representation 

as shown in Figure 6. The three parameters as its elements are: set of states (S), set of 
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inputs (AO, and set of outputs (lO- The state transition fimction in Figure 6d changes the 

next state due to the previous state and external or internal events at the time. The output 

function (A.) in Figure 6e generates external events &om the state variable, and the time 

interval function (r) in Figure 6f advances the system time. 

[Definition] The discrete event system (basic system) 

M' =<X',S'. Y'. 5', X\ r'> 

is a homomorphic model(image) of the discrete event system 

M = <A; s; 1^5, >1. r> 

with respect to f \, /s, and /„ if and only if: 

H-1. /i: X X' : input mapping function, 

H-2. /s: S —• S' : state moping function, 

H-3. /o : Y Y': output mapping function 

H-4. /s (5 (5, r, x)) = S'(/s (s), t, f \ (x)) : internal transition function preservation 

H-5. b{s, t .x) = 6'(/s (s), /, /i (x)) : external/confluent transition function 

preservation 

H-6. /o (A (s)) = A' (/s (s) ) : output function preservatioti, 

R 
H-7. r(s, ti) = r'(/s (s), tC) : time interval function preservation, 

R 
Where = is a relation such that {ti. r(s, tc)] c [tir' (s' i.e., ti' 

< r(s, ti) < r' (s' tt), 

for every s e 5, x 6 Ai; y e y, s' e 5', (tuts) and (tits') 6 T\ 
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(sl'A *•) = (/. (si), t,/,(*)) 

(sl'Ax') = (/.(sl),t,/Xx)) 
«^). v 

s2 = S(sl,tV]^eyt ,5con '̂X8(s»%tA') 

C 82^^^ ~ «2* ^ 

Figure 7. Set representation of time-based DEVS homomorphism 

If the structures of two systems match up to the time-based DEVS specifications 

and their behaviors also correspond to each other, then we can say that they satisfy the 

homomorphism criterion. In other words, as displayed in Figure 7, if each input, state and 

output is a mapping fix>m one system to another via /•„ /s, and /o mapping functions 

respectively, and the functions (5,X,T) are preserved by those mappings, then the one 

system is the homomorphic image of the other. 
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Base 
system 

Homomorphic 
system 

I «pply niociioa) 
(apply fuacnoa) 

( appfy pwncicr mappings > 

Figure 8.. Commutative diagram for checking function preservations 

For checking function preservations we can apply the mappings and functions to the 

commutative diagram. In Figure 8, the result of the path ab should be the same as that of the path 

cd. That is, regardless of the order of mapping parameters and applying the functions, the same 

result should be obtained. The path ab means "apply the mapping parameters between the base 

and homomorphic systems, then apply the functions in the homomorphic system to reach the 

appropriate parameter," while the path be means '̂ apply the functions in the base system, then 

apply the mapping parameters between two systems to get the appropriate parameter." 
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4. QUANTIZATION; A RENEWAL THEORY APPROACH 

4.1. Review of Previous work in Quantization Theory 

A qiiantizer is a significant event detector v^ch monitors its input using a base 

value and a relative threshold value, quantum, as a logical condition so that whenever the 

input crosses its upper or lower threshold boundary, it then generates the appropriate 

output message. A quantum is a measure of how big a change must be to be considered 

significant. To minimize local computation and to reduce the number of messages among 

distributed systems, the quantum size should be large. However, a bigger quantum size 

may cause bigger errors. Therefore, the decision on how big the quantum is must be 

through an error analysis of related models. The theory of quantization is based on the 

modeling formalism and system homomorphisms. 

Value (Quannnn) 

5D / 
7 

Time 

T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T 

Figure 9. Two approaches to Digital Computer Simulation: 

Discrete Time and Quantum 



When we approximate a continuous trajectory with a finite number of values in a 

finite time interval as shown in Figure 9, one way is to discretize the time base to obtain a 

discrete time system approximation. The alternative way is to partition the trajectory into 

a finite number of segments each of which has a finite computation associated with it 

The latter way is to quantize the value space. 

The value space in Figure 9 is partitioned in every D interval which is called the 

quantum, as well as the time space is partitioned in every T interval which is called time 

interval. In discrete time systems the values are sampled at every time interval and the 

sampled data are meaningful at the time, while we sample the time values at every 

quantum interval and the quantum levels are sent out after the sampled time interval. In 

other words, discrete time systems use discrete time with continuous values. In contrast, 

discrete event systems use discrete values with continuous time. We call such a 

quantization based on the quantum D. The quantization of an n-dimensional real valued 

space can be done in many ways. One way is through the independent quantization of 

each dimension. 

Fostered by the promulgation of the HLA (High Level Architecture)[31,32] 

distributed simulation, the use of multiple computers for model execution is fast 

becoming the predominant form of simulation. The major difference between distributed 

simulation and its non-distributed counterpart is that information and data are encoded in 

messages that travel from one computer to another over a network. This requires a 

change in perspective on simulation from one in which only computation matters, to one 

in which communication matters just as much, and sometimes, more. The brunt of 
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simulation analyses in the past (e.g., in the design of numerical methods) had to do with 

trade-offs between accuracy and speed of computation. While these retain their 

importance, our new perspective demands that we look at trade-off between accuracy and 

communication resources as well. For example, we can ask what is the best architecture 

to simulate a model distributed among several sites, given limited bandwidth, or given 

limited bandwidth and computer memory (the latter taking both computation and 

commimication constraints into account). Research in this direction has been done in the 

context of distributed interactive simulation (DIS) where tremendous bandwidth and 

commimication resources are required [33]. While significant advantages of message 

reduction techniques such as Dead Reckoning predictive filtering have been established, 

most of these studies have been empirical in nature. In this report, we take a fundamental 

approach that is aimed at establishing a rigorous theoretical basis for developing and 

evaluating message reduction schemes. Notably, generalizing from classical numerical 

analysis, our approach enables us to incorporate the critical effect of feedback on error 

propagation. 

Since messaging requires that continuous quantities be coded into discrete packets 

or cells and sent discontinuously, discrete event simulation is the most natural means to 

examine such problems. DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) is a formalism 

representing models in discrete event form. However, the models to be simulated cannot 

be restricted to discrete event form only since many, especially coming from the physical 

sciences, are cast in differential equation terms and may come packaged in time-driven 

simulators, the traditional way of simulating continuous systems. 
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In recent work we have developed a theory of predictive filtering which takes into 

account the global error due to error propagation [26]. Previous analyses [33] of 

predictive contracts' accuracy/performance tradeoffs have assumed that open loop 

analysis carries over to the closed loop case. Unfortunately, experience in numerical 

analysis suggests that the dynamics of feedback interaction may cause errors generated to 

grow without bound. The theory of quantized systems we developed provides conditions, 

based on a formulation of input sensitivity, under which homomorphic (error-firee) 

quantization-based predictive filtering is possible. It shows how error can be generated if 

the conditions are violated and formulates a suitable concept of approximate 

homomorphism. We have verified the theory when applied to predictive quantization of 

arbitrary ordinary differential equation models. 

The basic concept in quantization is illustrated in Figure 9. Rather than represent a 

continuous ciirve by points sampled at regular time intervals, the curve is represented by 

the crossings of an equal spaced set of boundaries, separated by a quantum size. In 

classical Dead Reckoning, quantization is applied to the error between a reduced order 

model and a high fidelity model of a federate. However, a more fimdamental approach is 

to allow any desired object attribute to be quantized. This has two advantages. First, a 

wider space of possible algorithms is opened up for investigation, including more direct 

approaches that do not require federates to keep local models of other federates. Second, 

it enables us to clearly distinguish the global error incurred as a result of predictive 

filtering firom the local error that may be used to, as in Dead Reckoning, to effect a 

change in local models exported to others. 
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The baseline mechanism for quantization, called non-predictive quantization, is 

illustrated in Figure 10. We assume a sender federate is updating a receiver federate on a 

numerical, real-valued, state variable (dynamically changing attribute), V. In the non-

predictive approach, a quantizer demon is applied to the sender's output >^ch checks for 

threshold (boundary) crossings whenever a change in V occurs. Only when such a 

crossing occurs, is a new value of V sent across to the receiver. We note that in this 

change-based filtering operation, the frequency of message updates may be substantially 

reduced, thereby reducing network trafBc but potentially incurring error. The cost/benefit 

analysis between reduced tra£5c and increased error can be framed in terms of tradeoff 

curves as we shall soon discuss. Note, for future reference, that while message traffic is 

reduced, the size of messages sent is unaffected in this approach. The quantizer demon 

incurs some computation at the sender federate but this is relatively inexpensive. Such 

additional computation, does raise another issue - scalability, how fast does the 

additional computation required by a predictive filtering method grow with increasing 

simulation size. Also, the receiver must be prepared to handle updates arriving 

asynchronously. If synchronous updating was assumed in its design, this may require 

redesign - depending on the flexibility of the underlying simulation code, this may, or 

may not, be easy to achieve. In object oriented designs, with flexible time management, 

this would not be a major issue. To stmmaarize, the characteristics of non-predictive 

quantized filtering are: 

• Sender federate generates fixed (or variable) time step outputs. 

• Quantizer demon is applied to sender output. 
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• This reduces the number of messages sent (although not their size). 

• The quantizer incurs some computation at the sender's federate. 

• The sender's model computation is unafTected. 

In sum, this approach is relatively easy to apply and requires minimal 

restructuring of the federates' state computation processes. However, it can incur loss of 

accuracy due to the receiver's diminished state updates and this may propagate in a 

global error due to feedback between sender and receiver as we will discuss. The 

DEVS/HLA environment supports this approach through its development of quantizer 

objects and their automatic interfacing to the HLA subscribe/publish data distribution 

service. However, the concept is generic and can be employed in any distributed 

simulation environment. 

Sender 

Figure 10 Non-Predictive Quantization 

A more efficient form of quantization is predictive qucmtization  ̂ as illustrated in 

Figure 11. Here the sender employs a model to predict the next boimdary crossing and 

time it will occur given its current state. As we will show, such computation can be quite 

inexpensive depending on the model used. This ^proach is inherently discrete-event 

based since the sender waits until the predicted next event (boundary crossing) time 
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before sending its output and updating its state. Note that the federate need not be 

computing state changes during this waiting period, thus gaining computational 

advantage over non-predictive quantization. Since the next boundary crossing is either 

one above or one below the last recorded boundary, the sender need not send the full 

floating point (double word) value to the receiver. Indeed, assume that the receiver keeps 

track of the last boundary and knows the quantum size. Then only one bit of information 

is required - for example, a +1 indicates adding the quantum to the last boundary, while -

1 indicates a similar subtraction. Thus, not only the number of messages but also the 

message size — in other words, total number of bits transmitted — can be significantly 

reduced in this approach. 

As shown in Figure 11, the stream emitted by the sender must somehow convey 

the boundary crossing times. Whether this incurs additional network bandwidth depends 

on the context. In discrete event logical time simulations, messages can be easily time 

stamped. This usually involves no additional cost, as all messages are time stamped to 

enable strong synchronization in the accepted distributed simulation protocols. In real 

time simulations, preservation of the order and time spacing between messages may 

provide the required information without time stamping. This form of messaging is often 

assumed in classical DIS (Distributed Interactive Simulation) training exercises. HLA 

provides the flexibility to choose among logical and real-time time management schemes. 

To summarize the characteristics of predictive quantized filtering are: 

• The sender employs a model to predict successive boundary crossings. 
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• It sends a one-bit message at crossings - M^ether the next higher or next 

lower boundary has been reached. 

• The main advant£^e over non-predictive quantization is that both number 

of messages and their size can be reduced 

A second advantage is that if simple predictive models are used, discrete event 

prediction can also greatly reduce the execution time of the sender's state transition 

computation and frequency. Since the messages must convey the time of boundary 

crossing, messages in discrete event logical time simulations can be time stamped with 

usually, no additional cost, as this is the background approach. In real time, preservation 

of the order and spacing between messages may provide the required information without 

time stamping. 

*m»40r 

1 1 1 1 

-7̂  
ft II ft II 

Figure 11 Predictive Quantization 
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4.2. Quantizers and homomorphisms in discrete event systems 

Table 1. The reladonship between the quantizers and homomorphisms 

^^t^gory 
plare^ 

Quantization 
condition 

Quantizer 
type 

Homomoiphism 
condition 

Homomorphism 
Tvpe 

Input • Input mapping 
function (/i) 

Input 
Quantizer 

• Input m£^ping function 
C/i) 

• Transition function(S) 
preservation 

• Time interval 
fimction(T) preservation 

Input 
Homomorphism 

State • State mapping 
function (/s) 

State 
Quantizer 

• State mapping function 
(/s) 

• Transition function(5) 
preservation 

• Time interval 
functionCr) preservation 

State 
Homomorphism 

Output • Output mapping 
flmction (/„) 

Output 
Quantizer 

• Output mapping 
function (/o) 

• Output fimction(X) 
preservation 

Output 
Homomorphism 

System Combination of 
• Input mapping 

function(/i) 

• State mapping 
function(/s) 

• Output mapping 
function(/o) 

• Time mapping 
functionCft) 

System 
Quantizer 

• Input mapping flmction 
(/i) 

• State mapping function 
(/s) 

• Output mapping 
function (Jo) 

• Transition fimction(5) 
preservation 

• Output functioned.) 
preservation 

• Time interval 
function(T) preservation 

System 
Homomorphism 

For example, what the state qiiantizer does is to map a set of states of the base 

system^to that of the homomorphic system, vdiich is a state mapping function. But, the 
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state homomoiphism is a much stronger concept than the state quantizer in the sense that 

it also requires the function (state transition function) preservation related to states. 

The types of quantizers can be determined by the placement where the quantizers 

reside: input, state, output, and system. The system quantizer consists of any combination 

of the input, state, or output quantizer. On the other hand, both the parameter mappings 

and functional preservations should be satisfied in the homomorphic systems. 

4.3. Error analysis and message reduction tradeoff of a quantized Integrator 

quantizer x > o  

= s^exx,  dme yi 

x < o  

quantmn ~ D 
tune 

a) b) 

Figure 12. Behavior of a Quantized Integrator 

The Figure 12 shows a typical example for a quantizer, the quantized integrator. 

The transition function of the quantized integrator is an extension of the simple transition 

function. When a sequence of inputs comes into the quantizer, the external transition 

fimction changes the state as follows: 

s*= S(s,e,x) 
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= s + x x e  

where s' is the new state, s the previous state, e elapsed time, and x the input The new 

state is the sum of the previous and the product of the input and the elapsed time, while 

the output function produces the discrete value which is a multiple of the quantum 

size(D). 

An error is inevitable because of quantization of values. To analyze the error, 

assume that a set of inputs, X, and a set of its elapsed times, T. are random variables 

independent and identically distributed with means fjx. fJt and variances cTe, 

respectively. Assiiming that A be the product of X and T. the distribution of A with a 

mean /Ja and a variance aj is also independent and identically distributed. Assimie all 

input values and the elapsed times are non-negative (or non-positive) values. 

Total error (stotai) in the quantum size D is the sum of the difference between each 

event point and nD (boundary), such that: 

N 
eu)tal= 

= a, +(a, +a^) + iai +0^ +a3) + ... + (fl, +0^ + 

= NOf + (N — l)a2 + (N — 2)aj +... + 2af,_^ + 

] + ^^ - ma2 ] + ...+ £[a J 

= £[a](£[An + -1] +... + £[1] 
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If N is large enough, E[a] = . Then, the nonnalized error, e, can be derived 
E[N] 

as follows: 

E[N] 

^ D 
" 2 

Since the message rate is defined by the tradeoff between MR and the 

normalized error is displayed in the following figure. 

Message 
' Rate Error 

\ ^ e = -D 
2 \ ^ e = -D 
2 

M. i 
t . . «. 

I Dt Quantum Size 

Figure 13 Bandwidth Utilization/Error Tradeoff 
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Figure 13 portrays a view of the tradeoff between performance and error. When 

plotted {gainst increasing quantum size, bandwidth utilization can be expected to 

decrease, while (global) error is expected to increase. Given an error tolerance there is a 

maximimi quantum size that will result in errors below or equal to the threshold. At this 

quantum size, there is a corresponding bandwidth utilization that is incurred representing 

the best that can be achieved within the given error tolerance. The tradeoff curves are 

favorable if the error curve rises slowly while the performance curve drops sharply. The 

most fimdamental pair of curves that exemplify this issue has the error increasing 

proportionately to the qtiantum size while the bandwidth utilization falls inversely 

proportional to the quantum size. The Pursuer-Evader example has verified this general 

form of tradeoff in the following section. 

(|»<-1)D / 

7^ •— Latency —-
EirorMO 

Figure 14. Value and latency error 

Latency error £[X(/)] -> — 

E[Lf+Var{L) 
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1 . ct] 
= T'«( /^r+—) 

2 Me 

(see the renewal process in [34] for more details) 

Since the coefficient of variance (a///) is less than 1 for this example, the error is 

bounded to if the coefficient of variance is small enough. 

The message reduction rate is related with the quantum size (D) and the average 

of inputs {jJa = fix fJe)- Since the number of message for D is N(ji„) = — and the 
Ma 

quantizer generates a message whenever it cross its boundary, the message reduction rate 

(Rmesg ) is 

^__L 
Ma Ma 

= 1-L 
Dj-

«i—L 
2ej 

If D is greater than 2ET, then the mmiber of messages should be reduced. 

Otherwise, the number of messages increases exponentially and goes to infinity. The 

relationship among the message reduction rate, quantum size, and error tolerance is 
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_1_ 

illustrated in the following figure. As the message ratio is defined as MR = 

we can say that the message reduction ratio is R,̂  «1 - MR. 

10 Quauoni 
izsD 

Figure 15. Message reduction ratio versus quantum size in terms of error tolerance 

4.4. Endomorphic model with the state quantizer 

Endomorphism is a mathematical concept which refers to the existence of a 

homomorphism from an object (basic model) to a sub-object (endomorphic model). Therefore the 

endomorphic model is the abstract model of the whole. The state change of the endomorphic 

model follows that of the basic model in terms of the state quantizer (state mapping function (/s))-

An endomorphic system is one of the homomorphic images which share a similar 

structure with a complex system. 
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[Definition] Coupled model fonnalism with endomorphic relations is the 

structure: 

CM = <X, Y, D, {Mi}, {/,}. {Z,j}, P > 

Where 

• X: set of external input events; 

• Y: a set of outputs; 

• D is a set of components names; 

• for each i in D, 

a M is a component model 

a I, is the set of influencees for i 

• for each j in /» 

• Z., is the i-io-j output translation function. 

• For each pair (ij) e P and P cDx D, 

a P,j isthe/-toV pair of endomorphic relation. 

Where Mi is the base model and Mj is the endomorphic model of Mi. 

The term Pij is value-added to the coupled model of the standard DEVS formalism to 

describe the relationship between a basic model and its endomorphic model. Note that is 

unreflexive and asymmetric relation over D such that (i, j) e P but (j, i) e P. 
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ABC (coupled) CdupliaK(((ABCsMrtMAjii)). 
((A^MBCin)). ((BCoulUABCKSidt))) 

A (atomic) 
Rr CoopUng {( ((BCjnMBjn)). 
U(_ (coupled) ((afloiMCin)). {{Cm)jCBC^) » 

B (endomorphic 
model of A) 

C (atomic) 

ABC 

start result 

out m 3Ut m 

Figure 16. Various representation of coupled models 

The Figure 16 depicts a coupled model irj terms of a hierarchical tree. The Coupled 

model ABC has the components of an atomic model A and a coupled model BC. In turn, the 

BC's components are atomic models, B (the endomorphic model of the atomic model A) and C. 

The state transition trajectory of B should be the same as that of A if B is the endomorphic model 

of A. In that case, Pj becomes the basic model (A) and Pj the endomorphic model (B) so that Pij is 

the form of Pair (A,B). The coupling specification associated with such a model — which 

specifies the data paths between components and between the coupled model and these 

components — can also be displayed as the relation of source and destination such that Pair in the 

Coupling relation is one way to describe the coupling information in terms of the port-to-port 

connections. 

[Theorem] Given a coupled model with an endomorphic model, there is a 

standard coupled model that simulates it. 
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coupled model 

base model endomorphic model 

X 

state 
s 

y-S 
_ • • • 

coupling 
relatioa 

x'=y 
6(sM.x') 

state 
s' 

y-VCs-) 

s, y.sxt) M=(X\S\Y\S'JL,'r) 

Figure 17. A coupled model with the basic and endomorphic modeb 

Proof) The basic model and endomorphic model exist in one coupled model with 

coupling relationship as shown in Figure 17. Messages from the base model then are sent 

to the endomorphic model according to its coupling relationship. Let the structure of the 

basic model be M=PCS,Y.5,X,T) and that of the endomorphic model be 

Me=(X',S', Y', S',X',T'X Then, the output of the basic model is the state itself and becomes 

the input of the endomorphic model. For each seS, yeY, x'eX\ x'eX', s'eS', y'sY', 

t 'er ,  

y = Ms) = s, 

x'  =y = s, 

s"= ((s',phase), t', to x'), where {active,passive} ephase 

y'=X'(s"). 

S(s' , t ' ,x) = Sext((s' ,passive),t ' ,x) =(x',  t ' ,  active), where t 'ptf/ .  
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S(s\t',x') =SiM((s '.active),t'.x') = (s', passive), where t'=ts, 

ta(s \ ti) = ta(s '.active, ti) =0 

x(s', t, active, tt) = tt̂  ta(s ) = to 

T(S '.passive) = cq 

There are several ways to implement the basic and homomorphic models related 

to a coupled model. As shown in Figure 18, the endomorphic system B is a homomorphic 

image of a system A in such a way that a state quantizer maps the state Sa of the system A 

onto the state Sb of the system B. In Figure 17a when a global state is projected onto the 

basic model's state and the homomorphic model's state, the endomorphic model's state 

should be mapped from the basic model's state through the state quantizer. Their 

relationship is the same even after the global state changes from f to ^ 

Three ways to implement the endomorphic model and their relationship are 

illustrated in Figure 18b,c,d, respectively. The Figure 18b displays the direct way in 

which the state of the endomorphic model should be changed by the state quantizer from 

that of the basic model. Special flmctions to support the mapping function, such as 

finding the appropriate object, retrieving or updating the state, are needed in this case. 

The mapping fimction can exist as a memoryless model as shown in Figure 18-c, ^^itile 

the function can be implemented in the basic model as displayed in Figure 18-d. 



a) 

Global state transition 

System A 
state transition 

System B 
state transition 

b) 
Component A Component 

c) 

Coupled model 

yMsj 

Component B 
(Endo. of A) 

yMsj y-UUsj) 
/.(y) 

y-UUsj) yb 
Sa /.(y) h 

state 
Component A quantizer 

Sb = /.(%) 

d) 

Coupled model 

State 
Component A quantizer 

Component A with 
a state quantizer 

Component B 
(Endo. of A) 

Sb =/.(%) 

Figure 18. Endomorpiiic models with a state quantizer 

(Model B is an endomorphic image of model A) 
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4.5. Efficient Implemeiitation of the Multiplexed Predictive Filtering 

The effort of reducing the number of messages on a networic is desirable due to 

the overhead of each message. In fact, RTI version 1.0 has 20 bytes overhead per each 

message for the information such as the object ID, attribute ID, and time stamp. (When 

one message with a value in double size was sent across the network in the DEVS/HLA, 

then the fedex displayed 28 bytes for the message in the trace mode.) Moreover, the way 

to send one message for one-bit transfer may not be good from the performance point of 

view. One b3^e (8 bits) is the minimum size of the value in a message to send across the 

network in RTI. Therefore, we need an efficient way for implementation of the predictive 

filtering scheme as shown in Figure 19. 

System A System B 

model M' to model M 

nwdel Aj 
networic 

Figure 19. Efficient implementation of the multiplexed predictive filtering scheme 

Here, two bits of information are required; one bit for +1 or -1, and the other for 

active or inactive information. If the information issued by the source model is active and 

+1, then the receiver updates the appropriate variable of the destination model with the 
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predefined quantum size +D. Otherwise, -D is applied to change the variable in case of 

active and -1. We can see the bit efBciency by comparing the bit size between the 

efScient predictive filtering scheme with the non-predictive. To do that, a message 

packed with multiple of two bit information per each component for the efBcient 

multiplexed predictive one can be compared to the multiple messages with actual data for 

the non-predictive. 

The bit ratio, BR, is 

One _ message _ with _ multiple _ two _ bits 
BR 

Multiple _ messages _ with _ data _ bits 

_ ^OH + 2 X N  

^data ) ^ ^comp 

s. 
asNcomp» 

where SQH is the bit size of the overhead per a message, SOATA the bit size of the actual 

data, and Ncomp is the number of components. Then, the bit efficiency, Reff, is: 

R ^ = l - B R  

For example, when we send a double size data across the network, let Son =20 

bytes, Sthta - 8 bytes (double size), Ncon^ - 1000- Theii 

BR = 20x8 + 2x1000 ^ 
(20x8 + 8x8)xl000 

Kff (®/o) = (1 - 5/f) X100 = 99.04% 
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As a result of this bit efBciency, we can get almost full advantage of the 

predictive filtering for a large enough number of components using this efBcient 

implementation. 

lOOK 

50% 

Figure 20. The Effect of Bit Efficiency of Figure 19 

The computational cost incurred by a predictive contract method must be taken 

into account in considering its scalability to large simulations. A view of this issue in 

Figure 21 is presented for the number of computations incurred by a sender in the 

quantization-based methods discussed above. The scalability of the predictive 

quantization method versus its non-predictive counterpart is apparent. While both have 

the same message reduction curves as a fimction of quantum size, the predictive 

mechanism enjoys the same reduction curve in number of computations due to its 

discrete event nature. Also, shown below is a reduction in total number of bits sent due to 

the predictive mechanisms reduced message size. 
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Bit size 

non-predictive 

Predictive 
=BR»(m^) predictive 

quantum size quantum size 

Figure 21. Scalability of Predictive Quantization 

4.6. Endomorphic model example: Pursuer-Evader model 

Federate 1 Federate 2 

Purauer n Evadern 

DEVSmLA Bus (Netwoffc) 

Evader 

driver 

Pursuer 1 

Figure 22. Multiple Pursuer-Evader model 

The most important state variable of a pursuer or an evader is the position 

information. Getting the BlueTank's position through the myX port and other's position 

from the endomorphic model of the RedTank through the otherX port, the driver of the 

pursuer compares the distance between two positions and sends the chase command to 

the BlueTank. So does the Evader. Since the position variable is declared as an attribute 

that belongs to Tank object (BlueTank or RedTank), the state quantizer synchronizes the 
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value of that between BlueTank and BlueTankEndo models or RedTank and 

RedTankEndo if the position is updated to cross the boundary called quantum. 

Figure 23. The trajectories of the Pursuer and Evader 

The Figure 23 shows the trajectories of the Pursuer and Evader. At the beginning, 

the pursuer is Far distance behind the Evader. The Evader is waiting until the Pursuer 

chases within Near distance. The Pursuer then stops chasing, while the Evader runs away 

from the Pursuer up to Far distance. This chasing-running away action happens 

alternatively until the observation distance is met 

distance = Evader_Posttion - Pu(siier_Positioa 

start 

distance 2 Near 

distance 2 Far 

distance > Near distance < Far 
PDsiliao ^ Obsov, 

Figure 24. State Transition Diagram for Pursuer-Evader model 
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The behavior of the Pursuer-Evader model is the following: The Pursuer starts to 

chase if the distance is greater than Far, while the Evader stops and takes rest On the 

other hand, the Evader starts to run away from the Pursuer if the distance is less than 

Near, while the Pursuer stops agaiiL The simulation will be terminated when the position 

of the Evader is greater than the distance to be observed. 

X, X2 X} ... X, 
h ! + H"—— 

Ercor^(x)) 

E 

N(x) N(I) N(2) N(3) ... N(ii) | N(iH-l) 

observer 

Xi : random number with mean D and variance 
N(x): the number of events by distance x 
S. : distance of the /ith event 

Figure 25. Error analysis of the Pursuer-Evader example 

The Figure 25 shows the analysis of the error of the Pursuer-Evader example. The 

random variable X normally distributed with a mean (D quantum) and a variance (o^), is 

one step move from the Pursuer or the Evader. The error follows the behavior of the 

Renewal process due to the same situation (see the renewal process in [34] for more 

detailed description): 

Error =£[Y(x)] 
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E[xf 

2xE[x] 

E[x]^+Varix) 
2xE[x] 

= -x(£> + —) 
2 D 

As the coefficient of variance (ct/D) is less than 1 for this example, the error is 

bounded to D/2 if the coefficient of variance is small enough. If D=1 and CT=0.3, then the 

error becomes 0.545. Notice that the actual distance of the Pursuer or Evader after the n*** 

Near-Far step is n x {Far - Near) + Error from its initial position due to the drift of the 

Error amount. 

Since S„ < E < S,H-I, ^ ^ • When E goes to infinity, N(x) also 
N{x) Nix) N(x) 

5 
goes to infinity. Therefore, as E-^co, — >//, = /). 

Nix) 

The input message rate, MR(D), is then the following: 

MRiD) = ^^-i'— as £->00. 
E D 
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Message 
Rate error 

Error » 0 J • D 

Error toleranoei 

•w 

1 D 

Figure 26. favorable tradeoff in Pursuer-Evader example 

Figure 26 depicts a favorable tradeoff in quantization. As the quantum size is 

getting larger, the error is being increased while the number of messages is decreasing. 

The message reduction rate based on Z>=1 is the following: 

MR(X) 

ej- -0.5 

St 

As the error tolerance ej is increasing, the /iio/ and the effect of the message 

reduction is also increasing. For example, when 8t goes to 1, l.S, 2, then the message 

reduction rate is also increased as 50%, 66%, 75%, respectively, and should eventually be 
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bounded to 100%. On the contrary, if we reduce the error tolerance less than 1, then is 

decreasing and the number of messages is increasing exponentially as displayed Figure 

27. This analysis reminds us of the well-known axiom '̂ e more events, the more 

number of messages and the greater duration of execution." 

fo.5 2.5 

Figure 27. Message reduction rate versus error tolerance of inputs in the quantum D 
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5. PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION ALGORITHM 

The separation of concerns between modeling and simulation underlying the 

DEVS methodology is illustrated in Figure 28. The Parallel and Distributed Discrete 

Event Simulation (PDES) protocols make it possible to execute discrete event models in 

networked computing enviroimients. They take care of the synchronization and data 

communication needed to correctly executed models. Such protocols usually assume a 

simplified abstraction of the models they are simulating, based on the concept of logical 

processors. On the other hand, DEVS is a modeling formalism that supports development 

of discrete event models. Thus, to execute DEVS models requires that they be mapped 

into the simulation protocols that control the underlying computation [30,35]. 

j Modeling 
! (DEVS/HLA) 
i 

Simulation 
(PDES Protocol) 

Networked Parallel and 
Distributed Computers 

Figure 28 Layering in Modeling and Simulation 
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There are three approaches to mapping the DEVS formalism into PDES protocols. 

Two of these approaches are specializations of the more generic protocols, called 

conservative and optimistic schemes. The third is the direct mapping into a simulation 

algorithm. 

In the conservative and optimistic schemes, a simulation is viewed as having 

moved forward by the processing of time-stamped messages. As depicted in Figure 29, 

such logical processors have input events queued in order of earliest time-stamp. Two 

laws govern the processing: 

• As a result of processing an input event, logical processors are assumed to 

produce output messages whose time-stamps are not earlier than the input time-

stamp (processing cannot proceed backwards in time). 

• Messages must be processed in the order of time-stamps in the queues — schemes 

differ in how they treat this constraint. 

In conservative schemes the time-stamped order constraint is never violated. 

Optimistic schemes allow a temporary violation that must be repaired before the final 

simulation output is presented. 

5.1. Conservative scheme 

The conservative approach is illustrated in Figure 29, where logical processor LP I 

cannot process its next input (a,3) because there is a potential for an earlier message from 



LP2 due to the presence of input (d,l) in its queue. Conservative schemes must somehow 

arrange for the potential for input events with earlier time stamps to be conveyed to 

affected processors. This can be done through ""lookahead" in which each LP provides a 

time in the immediate future up to which it promises not to send input events. The 

minimnm of such blackout times at any LP, called the Lower Bound Stamp Time, is the 

time up to which it can safely process its time-stamped inputs. Thus, the simulation 

proceeds incrementally govemed by the lookahead, which is the interval that an LP adds 

to its current Lower Bound Stamp Time to obtain the blackout time sent to other LPs. In 

the example, the lookahead for LP2 is 1 and the only way that time can advance is for 

LP2 to process its input (d,I) which results in the message (d',2) sent to LPl as shown. 

Had the lookahead for LP2 been 4 and that for LPl = 1, then LPl would have been the 

first to process its input event, (a,3). Lookahead is difficult to find in representations of 

reality [36] and large lookahead values are needed to gain advantages over sequential 

simulation [37]. 
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Figure 29 Conservative Scheme 

5.2. Optimistic scheme 

Optimistic schemes allow LPs to march forward in local time and process their 

input queues as fast as they can. Thus, as in Figure 30, LPl and LP2 have arrived at the 

situation shown where LP2 has processed events (d,l) and (e,5) and sent input events 

(d',5) and (e',6) to LPl. Now, LPl processes the event (a,3) which causes it to send an 

input (a',3 to LP2 as shown. However, since LI*2 has already processed event (e,5), the 

new input (a',3) is called a straggler since it is out of place in the time-stamped order of 

processing. To rectify this situation, the queues of already processed inputs and their 
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outputs are maintained so that the situation can be restored to what it was just before the 

arrival of the straggler. This involves sending "anti-messages" such as (e',6) that 

aimihilate the effects of already sent messages and "rolling back" processors' states to 

those prevailing just before the straggler's detection (this also requires state saving). In 

the example, note that the processing of (d,l) does not need to be rolled back since it is 

time-stamped earlier than straggler (a',3). You can see that an extensive apparatus of 

overhead must be maintained to make this all work offering many opportunities for 

optimization and investigation by computer scientists. One scheme, called "risk free," 

limits rollback to only the local processor by forcing LPs to refrain from sending outputs 

imtil it is safe to do, while allowing them to proceed unfettered with processing of the 

input queues. 

Already 

LciJ 
Already 

Already 

Already 
proccned 

LPl LP2 

LPl LP2 

LPl LP2 

Figure 30 Optimistic Scheme 
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5.3. Parallel DEVS scheme 

A DEVS component in a coupled model can map into a logical processor with 

some adjustments. External input and output events correspond to those handled by LPs. 

However, internal events are not represented in the LP framework. To include internal 

events, we can consider them as input events that an LP sends back to itself for 

processing. However, depending on how it is done, this may add to the trafiic load on the 

underlying conmiunications network. Moreover, while DEVS has specific means of 

dealing with simultaneous events, most schemes avoid these like the plague. Therefore, 

adapting versions of the LP-based schemes to DEVS has been one of the preferred ways 

to implement DEVS distributed and parallel simulators. 

In the third as a direct approach, simulators are designed based directly on the 

DEVS formalism. The Parallel DEVS algorithm can be viewed as an extreme form of 

risk-free optimism (not even local rollback occurs) and does not incur the overheads of 

conservative and optimistic schemes. Instead of trying to overlap the processing of input 

events with different time-stamps, it seeks to exploit parallelism in the simultaneous 

occurrence of internal events (hence with the same, or close, time stamps) among many 

components. As illustrated in Figure 31, the Parallel DEVS scheme differs from the LP-

based schemes in that there is a coordinator to synchronize the simidation cycle through 

its steps. The coordinator, C, collects all time of next event from the component 
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simulators. It sends the Tninimnm of these times back to the federates, thereby allowing 

them to determine whether they are imminent, and if so to generate output and send it to 

components according to the coupling rules. The transition functions of the imminent 

components may cause new values for the time advance function, which are sent to the 

coordinator, and the cycle continues. 

Figure 31 Parallel DEVS Simulator 

5.4. Parallel and Distributed DEVS Simulation Protocol 

DEVS has a well-defined semantics and associated simulation algorithm, which is 

presented here. Each component in a coupled model has two time keeping variables, ti 
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(time of last event) and ts (time of next event). Before starting a simulation nm, each 

component is initialized to its designated initial state, time granule to = initial time 

granule, and its time keeping variables set: 0, — the time advance of the initial state. 

We present a somewhat simplified version of a DEVS simulation protocol for a 

single level coupled model; 

1) Set the current global time, / = the minimum of the components' t f f 's 

2) Send t to each component 

3) Each component, c, then compares t  with its /at, if t= + tc] this component is 

said to be imminent and 

• c generates its output (if any) stamped with time t 

4) The collected outputs move, as dictated by the coupling specification, to the input 

ports of other components. If the destination component is in another federate, 

interaction messages are to be sent across the network and delivered to the input ports 

of the destination component 

5) Each component examines its input ports and; 

• If (tf/ -t > tc and no input) then just return; 

• If (f/v -t <= tc and the input is not empty) 

a c applies its confluent transition fimction (5con) with this input, using the 

elapsed time, t - t i  

• else if ( t f /  -t <= t c )  

• c executes its internal transition fimction (5int) 
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• else if (input message is not empty) 

• c applies its external transition function (Sext) with this input, using the 

elapsed time, t  -ti  

• c sets tL = t and ts = + time advance of the new state 

• If the state registered to publish is updated, then update attribute messages are 

sent to the counterpart objects across the network. 

6) if not at the end of the run, return to 1). 

The Figure 32a illustrates this process. Suppose the bomb is in state dormant. The 

countermeasure has time advance = 15, and the targets are in passive states (with infinite 

time advance). The bomb is then the only imminent component since it has the smallest 

tN= 10. The current time then advances to 10, and the bomb transitions to state explode, 

which having time advance = I, /;v becomes 11. There are no outputs to be sent. 

In the next cycle, time is advanced to 11 and the bomb is still the imminent 

component. It generates the explosion output which the coupling directs to the targets. 

Since it passivates in dead, the bomb will no longer be imminent in the next cycle. Note 

that in this case, the countermeasure is too late to save the targets. 
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CO) 

tar 

_ _ ^ scheduled jmemal event 

^ output 

a) 

. ̂  scheduled imenial event 

canceled internal event 

b) 

Figure 32 Coupled Model Simulation 

Now consider a case in which the countermeasure acts in time as in Figure 32b. 

Here, the countermeasure's initial /at = 4 and being less than the others, it is imminent. 

Time is advanced to 4 and the countermeasure generates a defuse output which the 

coupling sends to the bomb's defuse input port The arrival of this input causes the 

bomb's external transition function to execute, which sends it to phase dormant. As a 

consequence ti becomes 4 and ts becomes 154 (current time + time advance in dormant). 

Note that in the last case, the scheduled internal event of the bomb did not 

materialize since an input interrupted it. This caused the bomb, in effect, to cancel its 

currently scheduled internal event and to reschedule another one for a different time. 
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As a consequence of a change in the state of a DEVS federate when it receives an 

external event, its time-of-next-event may now be different, necessitating cancellation of 

the current time advance and issuing of a new one with a different time. The 

NextEventRequest service is intended to handle this eventuality. However, we need to 

provide some background to discuss this issue. 

In issuing a time advance, a federate undertakes what we will call the time 

advance promise (P): By issuing a time advance request to logical time T, a federate 

promises that it will issue no Time Stamp Order (TSO) messages with time stamps less 

than T. 

The HLA draft specification [32] on time management is quoted for what we will 

refer to as the time advance requirement (R): "The RTI shall grant an advance to logical 

time T only when it can guarantee that all TSO messages with time stamps less than T (or 

in some cases less than or equal to T) have been delivered to the federate. This guarantee 

enables the federate to simulate the behavior of the entities it represents up to logical time 

T without concem for receiving new events with time stamps less than T. Note that in 

some cases, providing this guarantee will require the RTI to wait for a significant period 

of wall-clock time to elapse before it can grant a time advancement to a time-constrained 

federate." 

Thus, the RTI can guarantee that no TSO messages are pending for a federate 

with times earlier than T, and hence consider a time advance to T, if no other federates 
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have time advance requests for times that are earlier than T. However, if after requesting 

a time advance to T, a federate may subsequently receive a TSO message with a time less 

than T, which may cause it to '̂ change its mind" about its time advance. In this case, the 

Next Event Request (NER) service helps to deal with the situation. If a federate issues a 

NER (rather than a time advance request) with a time advance bound of T, the RTI 

reduces the advance to the time of the earliest message subsequently delivered to the 

federate, thus enabling it to issue a new NER. 

Now let's consider an example to see how this might work in the DEVS case. 

Initially, based on their DEVS model time advance values, the Federates F1 and F2 issue 

next event requests with upper bounds tl and t2, respectively (Figure 33a). Assuming 

that tl is earlier than t2, the RTI will provide a time advance grant (TAG) to F1 (Figure 

33b). The F1 sends an interaction (DEVS external event) to F2 with time stamp tl+g, 

where g is the granule time. Upon receiving the interaction, the F2 applies its external 

transition function which results in a new time advance for its model. As in Figure 33c), 

the F2 must issue a NER for the associated time, t2'. However, due to the time 

requirement,  R, the RTI catmot consider this request until  i t  receives a NER from the Fl.  

This is because in general, a federate such as Fl could send multiple interactions with 

time arbitrary time stamp, and the RTI caimot know when this federate has completed its 

output until it issues a NER (or time advance request) with time greater than tl+g. After 

receiving the NER from Fl (an imminent), the RTI can entertain an NER from F2 (a non-

imminent recipient). 
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We can summarize this requirement (W): an imminent must issue its NER after 

receiving its TAG and sending its interactions; a non-imminent must wait for the TAG 

that the RTI sends after all imminents have issued their NERs. 
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NER(tl) 

NER(t2) 

FI 

F2 

1) 

FI 
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RTI Time Req't 
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F2 

NEWC*) 
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' tl 

tl+g 

b) 

(j^NEIKtr) 

"^)MER(t2') 
d) 

Figure 33 HLA mismatch with DEVS 

However, now what happens in the case of imminent*; that also receive inputs 

(from other imminents)? The DEVS protocol requires that an imminent wait for its 

inputs before applying its (confluent) transition function and getting the time advance for 

its next NER. However, this contradicts the above requirement, W, that it issues an NER 

right after sending its outputs. This argument shows that the direct approach to mapping 

the DEVS protocol cannot render a correct full capability, implementation. 

An alternative implementation of the DEVS protocol was developed that does not 

introduce indeterminacy into the simulation cycle. This approach employs the mapping 

discussed in Figure 35 as a lower layer to support a layer in which the coordination 

approach is implemented. In other words, if we do not require cancellation of time 
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advances, the implementation just discussed works in a perfectly deterministic fashion. 

Indeed, time advance, rather than next event, request service is sufBcient in tiiis case. Of 

course, many discrete systems cannot then be directly simulated, specifically, any model 

with conditionally timed behavior [27]. The subset of systems that can be simulated in 

this manner, called DEVS without cancellation, can be easily characterized as suggested 

in Figure 34. 

DEVS 
with Cancellation 

DEVS 
without Cancellation* 

HLA/RTI 

• is constrained bytt (6^(s.tL,tjc)) = t (s, -1 
for all s,Uc. 

Figure 34 Implementing DEVS on top of DEVS without cancellation 

To achieve full DEVS capability, i.e., DEVS with cancellation, we implemented 

the DEVS simulation protocol with an explicit coordinator in the existing DEVS/HLA as 

presented in the following section 
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The HLA provides two orthogonal styles of time dependence that each federate 

can independently assume in a federation: time regulating (the federate sends out time-

stamped events (updates, interations) or time constrained (the federate agrees to woric 

under the requirement to process input events in the time-stamped order - whether 

conservatively or optimistically). The default setting in DEVS/HLA is for all federates to 

be time regulating and constrained as is appropriate for a simulation that runs in logical 

time (uncorrected to wall clock time). 

Now, the logical processor paradigm underlies the time management philosophy 

of HLA in the time regulating/time constrained mode. The overall modular component 

concept supported by HLA and the logical processor paradigm are largely compatible 

with the DEVS modular formalism so that implementation is mostly straightforward. 

However, implementing the DEVS formalism is constrained by the expectations of the 

logical processor paradigm that deal only with external time stamped events. One 

approach is to employ the DEVS versions of the PDES algorithms mentioned later which 

incorporate DEVS internal event concepts explicitly. Another is to implement the direct 

Parallel DEVS abstract simulator as faithfully as possible within the constraints of the 

HLA specification. In the implementation of the DEVS without cancellation, we have 

chosen the latter approach, and moreover, a particular design for the latter approach that 

has simplicity as its greatest virtue. We will present the design and indicate problems 

with its implementation in the RTI version 1.0. 
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The Figure 35 presents the implementation of the DEVS without cancellatioiL 

Each federate starts by using its time advance function to compute its time-of-next-event, 

tN, and sending the latter to the RTI in the form of a next EventRequest with cutoff 

paramater (=ry). If there are no events in the interim, the RTI issues a timeAdvGrant 

when the time specified in the cutoff parameter arrives. Since there are no events in the 

system until the minimum of the /a/s, the RTI moves time forward to that miniminn, 

which becomes the current time for the federation. The imminents (which have the 

minimum ts) are precisely the components which are sent the ameAdvanceGrant. When 

an imminent receives a timeAdvGrant, it computes its output fimction and sends its 

output messages, in the form of interactions, to the RTI for distribution to the receiving 

federates. It then issues a new next Event Request and waits for the arrival of interactions 

and updates that will arrive from imminent federates in the next cycle. 
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Figure 35 Mapping DEVS Simulation to HLA/RTI 

Three considerations enter into the implementation. 

• The outputs of DEVS components are time stamped with the current logical time. 

Recently, HLA has been extended to allow sending interactions with time equal to the 

current logical time using a concept of "availability" for nextEventRequest [31,32]. 

However, we have foimd that use of this approach slows up execution considerably 

(at least with the current RTI). Therefore we have adopted an alternative in which the 

outputs generated by the irrmiinents are embedded in interactions that are stamped 
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slightly in the future of the federate. As illustrated in the bomb example, when the 

bomb is imminent it sends outputs to the targets when it gets a time advance grant 

These are in the form of interactions with the time slightly increased (epsilon in 

Figure 35 from that of the time advance grant. When a receiving federate receives 

interactions it subtracts the known artifact to correctly obtain the elapsed time needed 

by its external transition function. 

• The need for rescheduling upon receipt of an interaction in our implementation is 

illustrated in Figure 36. In the case on the right (b), the bomb receives a defuse input 

fr^om the countermeasure, causing it to apply its external transition fimction. As a 

consequence of a change in state, the time-of-next-event is now different, 

necessitating cancellation of the current nextEventRequest and issuing a new one with 

a different time. The description given by Richard Fujimoto requires that a 

nextEventRequest is automatically cancelled by an interaction arriving at a time 

before the cutoff time. However, we are receiving an error indicating an attempt to 

execute two RTI ambassador commands concurrently. This suggests that the original 

nextEventRequest is not being cancelled as specified. We are continuing to work with 

HLA authorities on resolving this issue. 
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Figure 36 Illustrating the Need for Resciieduling 

• Since attribute updates are supported in DEVS/HLA but are not a feature of 

the standard DEVS formalism, the issue of how to handle them arises. In the 

implementation we have overloaded the external transition flmction method so 

that it accepts a signature with zero argiiments (the existing method has two 

arguments). When an update occiu^ this zero-argument version of the external 

transition method is called, allowing the modeler to prescribe a response to the 

arriving update. 
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5.7. Simulation Time Management 
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Figure 37. DEVS/HLA time advance mechanisms, a) single machine DEVS ^cle, 

b) DEVSHLA without cancellation, c) DEVSHLA with cancellation 

The Figure 37a shows a single machine DEVS time advance mechanism in which 

one single DEVS cycle is executed at a certain time to or t|. Each model produces output 

messages which are delivered through coupled models to destination models, turned input 

mess£^es, and placed into input containers of the models. During the external transition 

phase, the input messages with elapsed time (to-tO update the state of the models. They 

then advance their time of next events. Since all these sequences happen in a cycle at a 

certain time, the next DEVS cycle can start at tl, the time of next event of to. All 
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messages generated at compute input/output phase in a single machine should be arrived 

at the destination before executing the transition fimction phase. 

Meanwhile, an interrupt service is recalled to deliver messages among federates 

with time delay, even though they are delivered at the same time without any delay in one 

federate. 

In Figure 37b, the DEVS without cancellation is described. The messages from 

one federate to another can not deliver to the destination at the same time. The logical 

delay time during traversing among federates is necessary by the way of HLA/RTI 

implementation. This delay time restricts the behavior of the simultaneous events, for 

example, delivering message at the same time. The Coordinator does not need to send 

interaction messages to the federates. Therefore, it uses this mechanism in the DEVS 

cycle. As an advantage of this DEVS without cancellation, its stmcture is simpler and 

faster than that of the DEVS with cancellation. 

The Figure 37c shows how PDEVS works. The RTI time is different from the 

simulation (DEVS) time in such a way that models compute their inputs and outputs at 

every RTI time n+0.1, execute transition functions of the models at n+0.2, advance the 

time of next event at n+0.3, and update their new time of next events only if there is a 

cancellation of the previous time of the next event. 
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Figure 38. Detail description of One DEVS cycle with 2 federates 

An example with a coordinator and two federates is shown in Figure 38. There are 

four phases: 1) telling global DEVS time at RTI time n, 2) computing input outputs and 

sending interaction messages at n+O.l, 3) executing transition functions and updating 

attributes at n+0.2, and 4) sending local time of next event at n+0.3. 

At the first phase, the coordinator managing the global time of a federation (set of 

federates) sends the global DEVS time tt to all federates. 

Then during the second phase all inuninents (Federate 1 here) in which their local 

time is the same as the global time produce their outputs at the RTI time n+O.l and send 

messages to the influencees over the network. The Reflect interrupt service in the 

influencees treats the incoming messages, places them into input container of the 
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influencee top model. Then, the state transition function delivers the messages to the 

destination models at the next phase. 

The state transition and update attribute is the next phase at the next RTI time 

n+0.2. In this phase some models change their state if there are input messages in their 

input container. All messages should be delivered at the beginning of this phase 

regardless of internal messages in one federate or interaction messages among different 

federates. The local DEVS time of each federate is also updated during this phase if new 

imminents exist. 

At the RTI time n+0.3 as the last phase, each Simulator in a federate sends a 

message to the coordinator federate to update its local DEVS time of the counterpart. 

Simulator Endomorphic model, in the coordinator. If the local DEVS time does not 

change (that is, the same as the previous DEVS time), then the Simulator does not send 

its local DEVS time to the coordinator because of the quantizer which does not work in 

case of no change on the value. 

The Coordinator federate at n+1 RTI time gathers all local DEVS time of the 

federates and takes minimimi DEVS time to advance the global time (t2) of next events. 

The DEVS time during these four phases remains at the same time ti, since the DEVS 

time cannot advance until the coordinator reschedules the global time of the next events 

of the federates. 
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5.8. Message Reduction in the Time Manager 

The quantizer between Coordinator and CoordinatorEndo and between Simulator 

and SimulatorEndo decides to send the DEVS time only if there is any change in the 

value of its data, the DEVS time. As shown in Figure 39a, only imminents are scheduled 

to produce their outputs, transmit them to their influencees, and update their t^s by 

sending their local DEVS time to the Coordinator. 

A) all imminent case B) only I imminent case Q time advance 0 case 

Figure 39. The effectiveness of message reduction 

Since the Federate 2 in Figure 39b as a non-imminent model skips the DEVS 

cycle, its tN is not changed so that the quantizer in the Federate 2 cannot detect any 

change, therefore does not send DEVS time to the Coordinator. 
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Since most of memoryless models advance 0 simulation time, the time the models 

receive inputs is the same as the time they produce their outputs. In this case, they should 

be rescheduled again to change their state and produce their output at the same time. The 

time advance 0 case is displayed in Figure 39c in which Federate 1 executes the DEVS 

cycle and advances 0 DEVS time. Because the tN in Federate 1 does not update (same 

DEVS time), it is not necessary for the federate to send the DEVS time to the 

Coordinator and for the Coordinator to send the global time to the federates. 

5.9. Implementation of DEVS/HLA Time Management 
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Figure 40. The Structure of Time Management in DEVS/HLA 



Each federate has two groups of models illustrated in Figure 40. The one groiq> is 

the system model which consists of two components. Simulator and CoordinatorEndo 

models in each federate except the Coordinator Federate. The system models handling 

the DEVS time as their data are activated by the RTI time. The other group is the user 

models controlled by the DEVS time and advancing simulation time with the local DEVS 

time of the next events. Each federate has a Simulator model keeping the next local 

DEVS time of the federate and a CoordinatorEndo model holding the global DEVS 

(simulation) time. Whenever the user models advance their local time of next events, the 

Simulator model in the federate takes the minimum among the user models' time of next 

events and send that DEVS time to its counterpart SimulatorEndo model in the 

coordinator federate if the DEVS time has changed. On the contrary, the 

CoordinatorEndo model in each federate receives the global DEVS time from the 

Coordinator in the Coordinator federate and provides it to the federate. 

The Coordinator federate has one Coordinator and more than one SimulatorEndo 

model, each of which is the counterpart of the Simulator of every federate. The 

Coordinator also takes the minimum out of SimulatorEndo models' tus. The RTI Exec 

and Fedex deliver messages among federates. 

There are two ways for the TM federate to send the global DEVS time to the other 

federates: multicasting to the imminent federates and broadcasting to all the federates. 

The multicasting scheme requires a select process to detect which ones are imminents in 

the Coordinator, as well as an internal process to translate messages, while the 

broadcasting scheme does not need those processes. In case of few imminents in a 
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federation, the multicasting has an advantage that the Coordinator can send the global 

DEVS time to the imminents only by producing less messages, while the broadcasting 

scheme is simpler and better for numerous imminents than the multicasting. 
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6. DEVS/HLA SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

6.1. Simulation Engine 
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Figure 41. DEVS/HLA simulation engine 

The Figure 41 provides an overall flow chart of a DEVS/HLA simulation. Most of 

the work is done by methods in the devsHLA Federate class based on information 

resident in DEVS models and in a relatively small increment that must be provided by the 

user. The first step of a simulation cycle is to set up the DEVS/HLA enviroimient by 

creating and joining a federation. During the initialization phase, the top-level model in a 

federate creates its component models and sets up the appropriate coupling relationships 

among its components and itself. To communicate across a network, the objects defined 

by the user need to be registered to the federation for publication of, or subscription to. 
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attribute updates. The last step of the initializatioii phase is to determine the next-event-

time and the last-event-times for all components and to request a time advance fijom the 

RTI for the top-level model. 

After initialization, the federate continually checks the TimeAdvGrant variable set 

by the RTI. While it is FALSE, incoming events generated by other federates for the 

attribute update or interaction communication are processed as they arrive. When the 

current time equals the requested time, the RTI sets the TimeAdvGrant to TRUE and the 

federate then executes the DEVS cycle. 
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Figure 42. DEVS cycle a) without Cancellation, b) with cancellation 

In the DEVS cycle without cancellation shown in Figure 42a, the top-level model 

identifies the components that are imminent at the current time. Each imminent atomic 

component then generates its output in the compute-input-output step. The top-level 

model accumulates the outputs of its imminent^ and determines whether each such 

message is for the internal use (input messages) or outgoing (output messages). After 
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packaging all outputs into a message, the top-level model sends this message as an 

interaction communication via the RTI. The components then proceed to execute their 

transition fimctions. 

The DEVS cycle with cancellation has three phases to provide messages in an 

appropriate time among federates. During the weiitTN phase, ail messages are generated 

and sent to the destinations. For delivering the messages among federates, the interaction 

mechanism is used. The waitlnput phase forces models to execute their external transition 

functions and send updating attributes among federate too. At the end, the messages for 

the local and global simulation time are exchanged in the sendTN phase. 

The Compute Input/Output step in Figure 43 is to identify which components are 

imminent and to compute their inputs and outputs. Once the Compute Input Output 

message initiated by the coordinator is received, each imminent atomic component then 

generates its output in the Compute Input Output phase. A coupled model accumulates all 

Coordinator { ' t 

ratum outputt j T«i_«U (eompatmJO) EnnniMa Mutaga 

Figure 43. Compute Input and Output 
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the outputs of its components and also determines whether each output message of its 

components is for the internal use (input messages) or outgoing (output messages). The 

input message stays at the coupled model but the output message moves up to the 

coupled model in which the message turns into the input message. After ail imminents 

produce their outputs, the coupled model tells components to execute their delta 

fimctions. 

Coordinator 

Tell.all {wrmp^^tttfmme) Eosemble Message 

coupled 

Wnip_del(func Wrap_deltfanc 

coupled coupled 

Wrap^deltfunc 

atomic atomic aiomic atomic 

Figure 44. Transition Fimctions 

The process of transition (internal, external, and confluent) functions is described 

in Figure 44. Since all the components work simultaneously, an external input may arrive 

at a component at the very moment when its internal transition function should be 

executed. Via the confluent fimction, the user can write tie-breaking rules such as 

selecting the order of the external transition or the internal transition function. By default 

the internal transition function occurs first. 
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The internal transition fimction specifies to which next state a component will 

transit without any input. For the atomic model the effect is to place the component in a 

new phase and sigma, thus scheduling it for the next internal transition. All other state 

variables may be changed as well. The external transition function (^xd with inputs from 

the atomic model's influencees also specifies how the system changes state with the 

inputs. The next state of the atomic model is computed on the basis of the present state, 

the port and value of the input (external event), and the time that has elapsed in the 

current state. 

The Figure 45 demonstrates how the time advance function works. The highest 

coupled modeU coordinator, instructs all the components to return to the next event time. 

Each coupled model also sends the message to their components. The atomic models in 

the leaves then update their ti (time of last event). In (time of next event) values, and 

return tN. Each coupled model sets its ry as the minimum value of the components' ts and 

i Coordinator 

CoMetiofi of Minimum tM Valu«t 

Figure 45. Time Advance (Time of the Next Event) 
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return its ts. The highest coupled model then advances the next event time with the 

smallest value of ts of all its components. 

Two kinds of communication between Federates are supported by DEVS/HLA 

environment: One for Attribute Update and the other for Interaction (Figure 46). 
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Figure 46. DEVS/HLA communications: Attribute update and Interaction 

Since the transition functions can change attribute values, a model may need to 

send attribute values to the model in another federate. 

Communication between objects in different federates is done by the reflection 

mechanism of the HLA attribute update. As we have seen such messaging contrasts 

between the top-level user model of each federate which is done by mapping to the HLA 

interaction communication protocol. 
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Figure 47. DEVS/HLA Interface for the Attribute Update 

The attribute update mechanism is employed when an object (sender) in a federate 

wants to change the specified attribute values of the specified object in another federate 

(receiver). As shown in Figure 47, the Devs class —the base class of DEVS-C-h- models-

- has an attribute list (container) which keeps a set of attribute instances with attached 

quantizers. After every internal or external transition a message is formed of the values 

of attributes whose quantizers have crossed a threshold. These are sent to other federates 

and discovered by the discoverObJect method and then processed by the 

updateAttribute Values method. The receiving DEVS model checks the to-be-changed 

attributes and updates the values of the local copy of each attribute. 
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Figure 48. DEVS/HLA Interface for the Interaction Communication 

The interaction communication is a message passing protocol through which a 

federate sends a set of messages to a receiver. In Figure 48, the top-levei DEVS model of 

a federate gathers all outgoing DEVS messages, translates them into interaction 

instances, and sends them to the destination federate. The information required to 

construct the interactions is contained in the HLAport instance that the modeler defines 

at the top-level. The receiving federate translates the interaction messages back into 

DEVS messages. The translated DEVS messages are then delivered to the local child 

components according to coupling information in the HLAports of the receiving federate. 

6.2. Linking DEVS and HLA 
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The strategy underlying the mapping of DEVS to HLA, illustrated iii Figure 49, is 

to exploit the information contained within the DEVS models to automate as much as 

possible the progranuning work required for constructing the HLA compliant 

simulations. 
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Figure 49. DEVS to HLA mapping strategy 

For example, the DEVS coupling specifications are automatically mapped into the 

HLA interactions. Additionally, we seek to minimize any additional declarations to those 

that are minimally necessary for the HLA operation. Thus, while modelers have to 

declare quantizers, objects and attributes (see below) corresponding to \^ch objects and 

attributes they wish published and subscribed to, they are freed from the task of writing 

the methods that will mesh with the RTI commands that enable such attributes to be 
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published and subscribed to. Ultimately, the goal is to facilitate a bi-directional transfer 

of information between the OMT Development Tool (OMDT) that captures OMT 

information and the DEVS model description. In the DEVS-to-OMDT direction, all 

DEVS elements are object-oriented and the composition and its coupling features can be 

documented within the OMDT. In the reverse direction, the static elements of a model, 

described in OMDT, can be mapped into DEVS object-oriented elements. However, the 

dynamics encodeable in the internal and external transition functions have no parallel in 

the OMT specification. 

6.3. DEVS/HLA Libraries 

There are three libraries in DEVS/HLA: A container, devs, and DEVSHLA. The 

Container class —a generalized form of linked lists based on set theory— provides 

methods which can store, retrieve and organize interacting objects. A container object is 

an object containing other objects. 
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Figure 50. Class Hierarchy for the Container library 

The Figure 50 depicts the Container class hierarchy. An Entity class will be the 

basic class for all user-defined classes. It provides basically two methods, object name 

and a test of equality. The Container class provides basic services for the derived classes. 

The Bag class counts numbers of object occurrences. Only one occurrence of any object 

is allowed in the Set class. The Relation class consists of sets of pairs (key and value). 

The Function class is like the Relation except that at most one occurrence of any key is 

allowed. Queues, stacks, and lists maintain items in FIFO, LIFO, and ordered list 

respectively. 

The Figure 51 describes an example of a container class, specifically a message. 

Each content is in an element, and the elements are linked in a container. In DEVS-C-H-
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the add method of a container, "add(entity *ent)" automatically creates a new element 

having entity, ent, and places the element into the container. 

message 
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ent nght 1—' ent right 

content 
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\ content 
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Figure 51. A message (container) structure with 2 contents 

The code for printing contents in the message illustrates how a message is 

implemented as a linked list. 

Element *el, ""elnext; 

For (el=maiI->get_headO; el!=NULL; el=elnext) { 

elnext = el->get_rightO; 

content *con = (content *)el->get_entO; 

/* print message in the container */ 

cout« "port name: " « con->p->getNameO « endl; 

cout« "model name:" « con->devs->getNameO « endl; 

cout« "address: " « con->addr->printO « endl; 

cout« "message data: " « con->val->printO « endl; 
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The devs library has basic classes for realization of DEVS formalism. The devs 

class is the basic class to provide methods for the DEVS formalism. Such functions as 

and A. are implemented as virtual methods to be defined by the user. The method 

for time advance (ra) and port information is also provided by this class. The inject 

method is usefiil to send external input events to a model. 

As shown in Figure 52, an atomicbase has the sigma instance variable which 

holds the time remaining in the next internal event. This is the time-advance value to be 

produced by the time-advance function. The destination for sending output message is 

determined by coupling methods which manipulate coupling information. The 

atomicbase class realizes the atomic level of the underlying model formalism. It has 

variables corresponding to each of the parts of this formalism: internal transition function 

Figure 52. Class Hierarchy for DEVS models in devs library 
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external transition function (^), confluent function (S^), output (A.) function, and 

time advance function (/a). These methods are applied to the state of the model. The 

atomic class has a phase variable to describe the model's phase. 

The cellbase and cell classes are similar to the atomicbase and atomic model, 

respectively. These classes are for cellular models and have address infonnation (v^ch 

atomic models do not). In this way, large numbers of cellbase or cell models can be 

manipulated in the same manner, and their addresses are used for finding influencees. 

The coupled class is the major class to support the hierarchical model constructs 

of the DEVS formalism. The digraph, block and digraphcell are specializations which 

enable specification of coupled models in specific ways. The coiqyled model can have 

both coupled and atomic models as its components, while atomic models become leaves 

in the tree. 

i entity 
VAmbassador 

attribute ) 

pcvsFedAmb ) 
quantizer 

y Coupled y Atomicbase ) 

I Atomic 

Figure 53. Class Hierarchy in the dsvsHLA library 
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Returning to the devsHLA library for interfacing between DEVS and HLA in the 

C++ environment, the classes for the interface are shown in Figure 53. The DevsFedAmb 

class provides the interface methods between DEVS and HLA that employ the methods 

of the Federate Ambassador class, which allows primitives to access HLA facilities. Such 

primitives include discoverObject, reflectAttribute Values, and receivelnteraction called 

by RTI. The method discoverObject is invoked when a federate receives an attribute 

update for an object which is not yet discovered. Once the object is found, the RTI calls 

the reflectAttributeValues method for the rest of the attribute update of the object For an 

interaction update, the receivelnteraction method is invoked when another federate 

executes the sendlnteraction primitive of RTI. 

The DEVS/HLA library contains the attribute and quantizer classes. These are 

used for attribute updates while the HLAport class is used for interactions. A quantizer 

object is associated with each attribute that the modeler would like to publish. A 

quantizer is a demon that checks for a threshold crossing the attribute value. Since 

attribute value changes can only occur in the execution of model transition functions, it is 

straightforward to activate such demons. Quantizers are employed to reduce the message 

update traffic. The trade-offs between accuracy and speed of computation involved are 

the subject of the research. The Atomicbase and Atomic classes are extensions of 

similarly named methods in the devs library and provide HLA interface methods for 

atomic level models. Likewise, the Coupled and Digraph classes have interface methods 

for coupled models. 
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7. HIGH LEVEL MODELING PARADIGM FOR A HIERARCHICAL 

DESIGN 

The DEVS/HLA federates communicate through the standard DEVS interfaces of 

the DEVS models they contain. In this manner, DEVS/HLA can supply an HT.A-

compliant layer in which to formulate DEVS models and modeling formalisms. The key 

concept is that of modularity in which component models are coupled together through 

distinguishable input/output interfaces. This allows messages to be sent from one federate 

to another using the underlying HLA message transmission facilities called interactions. 

In addition to communicating through interactions, the HLA also supports an attribute 

update through objects declared for this purpose. The DEVS/HLA facilitates such 

attribute updating by supporting a quantization-based filtering. For this, the modeler 

declares HLA objects and attributes desired for updating states of DEVS federates. By 

attaching quantizer objects supplied by DEVS/HLA to such attributes, appropriate 

publish/subscribe mechanisms are automatically set-up. 

The resulting environment for high level modeling specification and simulation is 

depicted in Figure 54. Models developed in the DEVS/C-H- can be directly simulated in 

the DEVS/HLA environment over any TCP/IP, ATM, or other network of hosts 

executing an HLA C++ RTI. Based on a model-supplied information, DEVS/HLA takes 

care of the declarations and initializations needed to create federations, joining and 

resigning of federates, commtmication among federates, and time management This 
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applies as well to any DEVS-compliant formalism that can be automatically translated 

into the DEVS-C-h- code. 

DEVS 
Modeling 

DEVS-C-M-

HLA C++ RTI 

Network 

Figure 54. HLA/DEVS Supporting High Level Model Specification 

The high level modeling paradigm being deployed here is an efficient object-

oriented design methodology which reduces the level of complexity significantly for a 

designer to construct models in a hierarchical modular fashion and improves the 

maintenance, reusability, and modifiability of models. This paradigm employs a data 

encapsulation mechanism with which the implementation details of the model are kept 

hidden from the designer. Three steps are required to build the level of hierarchy 

between an upper model and its lower components; create models, add them to the upper 

model, and define coupling relationships. 

Figure 55 exibits a program example of Figure 16 with respect to how to program 

and how easy to design. The atomic and coupled classes are given from the devs library 

and the add and addCoupling methods belong to the coupled class. If there is no change 
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about the interface (coupling information) among the upper model and its components, a 

modeler is free to modify each model. 

// Constnictor of ABC 

//create compooems 
atomic *a - new atomM ~A" ); 
-^omic 'be - new aloaiM "BC " ); 

II add (register) compoaents 
add(a); 
add(bc); 

II define inteifsKes 
addCoupling (this, "in" .a. "in" ); 
addCoupiing (a. "out" .be, "in" ); 
addCoupUng (be, "out" .diis. "out" ); 

II Consttucur of BC 

// create components 
atomic *b - new alamic( "B " ); 
atomic *c - new atomic( "C " ); 

// add (regtsler) components 
add(b): 
add(c); 

V define interfiices 
addCoupling (diis. "in" . b. "in" ); 
addCoupling (b. "out'.c. "in"); 
addCoupling (c. "out" .this, "out" ); 

Figure 55. C++ program of the Figure 16 using high level modeling paradigm 

As displayed in Figure 56, the network part of DEVS/HLA environment is 

transparent to the user. The main routine has only two lines; create the top model 

FederateDevs object which is inherited from the Federate class of the DevsHLA library 

and run it. At the beginning, the constructor of Federate class builds the network 

environment. 
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Done by User 

Done by DEVS/HLA 

run it 

FederateDevs() 

Initialize models 

start DEVS/HLA simulators 

crcate RTI Ambassador 

create^oin Federation Executive 

initialize Time management parameters 

create models 

setup attribute commmunication 

setup interaction communication 

add models as components 

add coupling 

Figure 56. User interface of Devs/HLA environment 

7.1. Pursuer-Evader Model: an example 

The Figure 57 depicts the example of Pursuer-Evader model to demostrate a high 

level modeling paradigm for a hierarchical design. The FederatePursWQuant as the 

highest DEVS model in one federate has a component called PursWQuant which also 

contains a RedTank model - a shared object among federates. All shared models with 

their attributes should be registered using a setUp method for publishing or subscribing to 

the RTI of HLA. The HLAport class named fire is deployed to link two federates via the 

interaction communication, while a model with its attributes directly communicates with 

the counterpart endomorphic model by updating attributes. The Federate model. 
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FederatePursWQuant here, declares all HLA related object classes and/or interaction 

classes in this layer which are shared among several federates 

Sample code for a Federate 
// constructor of FederalePutsWQuant 

// create the highest component 

PursWQuant 'PWO 

= new PutsWQuant("PursWQuanO; 

// create objectclasses and register them to RTI 

objectClass *RedTKObj 

° new objectCIassCRedTanic'^; 

RedTKObj->addAttribute(new 

atttibtiteC*position''.O.NULL); 

setUp(RedTKObj); 

//setup HLAport 

HLAport 'hp = new HLAportCfirel; 

addOutpott(hp); setUp(hp); 

// coupling 

addCoupling(PWQ, '^reout". this, hp); 

FederatcPuTsWQiiant 

FederateEvadWFndn 

Red Tank 
Endo Model 

I piKlUun I 

Blue Tank 

I posmonl 

PursWQuant 

PUMUUU 

BlueTank 

Red Tank 

Transducer 

update(quantizer) 

interaction(coupling) 

Figure 57. pursuer-evader model 
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PursWQuant 
// Constructor of Purs WQuant 
// create components 

RedTank *redtank 
= new RedTank ("RedTanlO; 

Driver •drver = new Driver ("Driver^; 

// add components 
add (redtank); 
add (drver); 

// define interfaces (couplings) 
addCoupling (redtanlc, ''out",driver,''in"); 
addCoupling (drver, "out",redtank,"in"); 
addCoupling (drver, "four,this,"fireoufO; 

// constructor of RedTank 
// create quantizers and attributes 

quantizer *qt = new quantizer(name,initValue, quantum); 
attribute 'at = new attribute("position", &myPosition, qt); 
attributeList->add(at); 

Figure 58. Pursuer Federate with DEVS/HLA code 

Driver 

RedTank 

pyPoatwn 

out in 

out 

The Pursuer model as another example is described in Figure 58. The 

PursWQuant Devs model belonging to FederatePursWQuant federate has two 

components: one for shared object called RedTank, and the other for local use named 

Driver object. The sequence for designing models in a certain layer except the highest 

layer is the same as the three steps described in Chapter 6. The PursWQuant model 

creates the RedTank and Driver models, adds them as its components, and defines their 

coupling relationships. Each attribute is declared in the constructor of its object model 

with a quantizer which is a decision maker as to whether to update the endomorphic 

model's counterpart attribute or not. 
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7.2. Discussion 

The DEVS/HLA environment is an efficient distributed simulation environment 

based on object-oriented technology to build models in a hierarchical and modular 

fashion. It employs the high level modeling paradigm for a developer to design 

distributed complex systems with significantly reduced complexity. Maintainability and 

reusability of models are also distinct advantages of the DEVS/HLA environment. A 

very large scale simulation or a military simulation can be a good application area for this 

environment. Since reduction of message traffic enhances its performance, optimization 

of the use of quantizer will be a future research subject 
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8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This chapter discusses testing of the theoretical predictions of Chapter 4 for the 

pursuer/evader model in a distributed simulation setting. To do such testing, we 

developed a DESV/HLA model with two federates each capable of holding an arbitrary 

number of matched pursuer-evader pairs. A stochastic formulation enables independent 

sampling for initial states and boundary crossings based on quantum size. The stochastic 

model is consistent with a deterministic predictive quantization model perturbed by small 

uniform noise. An experiment as shown in Figure 59 consisted of a number of randomly 

initialized identical pairs simulated for the same observation time with the same quantimi 

size. Pursuers are all placed on one federate using a DEVS coupled model. Similarly, 

evaders are on a second federate. Various platforms (NTs and UNDCs) were used on local 

and wide area networks. In successive experiments, the number of pairs was increased so 

as to approach network saturation conditions. 

Pursuer Federate Evader Federate 
Pursuer Federate Evader Federate 

Evader I Pursuer 1 

DEVS/HLA Bus (Network) 

I 
I Eiidot< 

I Eiiito|< 
Punaari^l 

Netvraik 

Evader I 

>1^ 

Evadam-I 

fS£l 
Evadva 

Figure 59. Pursuer-Evader Model and Pairs 
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The environment for the following Pursuer-Evader pair experiment*; is the 

following: One movement of each Pursuer/Evader follows the normal distribution with 

mean, D (quantum size), and <t = 0.3. The Far distance is 100 and Nectr 10. The time 

scale was the same as the distance. In other words, the velocity of each Pursuer/Evader is 

I. The test was usually executed during night (7p.m. to 2a.m.) to avoid abrupt heavy load 

which may happen during day time. However, 9 ajn. to 11 ajn. and 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. were 

used for the WAN test between Sunnyvale CA and Tucson AZ. 
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a) number of messages vs. quantum size b) Execution time vs. quantum size 

IM Pun 

c) Error vs. quantum size d) WAN, LAN, and PC-PC case 

Figure 60. Number of messages, execution time and error for Pursuer-Evader pairs 

The number of messages and execution time (Figure 60a,b) are reduced inversely 

proportional to growth of the quantum size, while as shown in Figure 60c the error increases 

linearly as analyzed in the previous chapter 4. For example, the error at the quantum size 20 is 

10.65, while the analysed error is 10.0023 (Error»—(D4-^—) = —(20-4- '̂̂  )). The 
2  D  2  I d '  

difference is due to the number of events in the Far or Near distance which is finite in the 
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experiment, while goes to infinite in the analysis. The Figure 60d shows that execution time 

through WAN (Wide Area Network) between University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) and 

Lockheed-Martin (San Jose, CA) is almost 3 times greater than that through LAN between 

departments in the University of Arizona. 

The Figure 61 illustrates heavy load test with 1000 to 5000 Pursuer/Evader pairs. 

The execution time is increasing exponentially as the number of messages 

while error is about half of the quantum size. The number of paks of the Pursuer-Evader 

is proportional to the number of messages since each pair generates the same number of 

messages. 

The Figure 61a shows that the number of messages generated for the same 

simulation run decreases sharply as the quantum size is increased, while the error grows 

linearly. The increase in execution time with decreasing quantum size is non-linear 

demonstrating the expected approach to saturation (Figure 61b). Meanwhile, the 

message rate increases linearly with numbers of pairs as Figure 6 Id. 

The Figure 61c illustrates the utility of the quantization approach to executing 

large simulations with many entities. As the number of pairs (or message rate) increases 

the execution increases non-linearly for each quantum size. Given a bound on the 

execution time available, the number of pairs that can be accommodated within that time, 

increases more than linearly as the quantum size is increased. This is especially true for 

the increase from 1 to 5 when operating at network saturation levels. 
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a) Execution time vs. number of messages b) Number of messages vs. quantum size 
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c) Execution time vs. number of pairs d) Number of messages vs. number of pairs 

Figure 61. Heavy load test for LAN between departments 

When there are numerous messages or long distance data transfer on the network, 

the delay time for data transfer is seriously prolonged. The quantizers can reduce the 

nimiber of messages significantly within the allowable error tolerance. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

The Time-based extended DEVS fonnalism for discrete event systems allows us 

both to map parameters and to preserve all the constraint functions, which are important 

to validate homomorphic relationships among systems. Based on this M&S formalism, 

the system homomorphism has also been developed to provide a criterion for consistent 

and correct abstraction among models in discrete event system environment It provides a 

concrete foundation for quantization which not only reduces local computation demands, 

but also has extremely favorable bandwidth requirement reduction/simulation fidelity 

tradeoffs 

Types of quantizers are defined corresponding to the mapping fimctions of the 

TDEVS formalism, since a quantizer is viewed as the system implementing these 

mapping functions. The behavior of the quantizer has been analyzed in terms of the 

tradeoff between the error tolerance and message reduction ratio. The message reduction 

ratio is inversely related to the quantum size and directly proportional to the input 

message rate. The relationship between the quantum size and the local error (e) is linear, 

that is, e=D/2. 

Predictive quantization as another approach has been shown much more savings 

on the size of messages. It sends just a one bit transmission between federates, while non-

predictive quantization transmits the actual value size. Thus, not only the nimiber of 

messages but also the message size can be significantly reduced in this approach. 

Furthermore, we presented an approach to packaging individual bits into a large message 
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packet We demonstrated that this approach can save significant overhead and can reach 

close to 100% efficiency in the limit of large numbers of components within a federate. 

The empirical results obtained for tradeoff between message bandwidth utilization 

versus error incurred in the quantization. The results relate bandwidth utilization and 

error against quantum size for the same federation executing on distribute simulation 

environment (DEVS/HLA) in UNIX and NT networking platforms. The theoretical and 

empirical results indicate that quantization can be very scaleable due to reduced local 

computation demands as well as having extremely favorable bandwidth requirement 

reduction/simulation fidelity tradeoffs. 

Three approaches to mapping the DEVS formalism into PDES (Parallel and 

Distributed Discrete Event Simulation) protocols have been illustrated. In the 

conservative and optimistic schemes, which are specializations of the more generic 

protocols, simulation is viewed as moving forward by the processing of time-stamped 

messages. The third is the direct mapping into a tailored simulation algorithm, called the 

Parallel DEVS protocol. In this direct approach, simulators are designed based directly on 

the DEVS formalism. The parallel DEVS protocol can be viewed as an extreme form of 

risk-free optimism (not even local rollback occurs) and does not incur the overheads of 

conservative and optimistic schemes. Instead of trying to overlap processing of input 

events with different time-stamps, it seeks to exploit parallelism in the simultaneous 

occurrence of internal events (hence with the same, or close, time stamps) among many 

components. 
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Since a direct mapping of the DEVS simulation protocol to HLA incurs a 

mismatch in the HLA specification, the DEVS simulation protocol with an explicit 

coordinator was developed to achieve a full DEVS capability, i.e., the DEVS with 

cancellation. Quantizers were exploited to efficiently share the times of next events 

among DEVS federates and the coordinator — only changes in local or global 

(minimum of local t,ss) greater than the granule size are sent across the network. 

Particularly, advances of zero time in DEVS federates are efficiently handled since they 

incur no updates. 

The DEVS/HLA is an HLA-compliant modeling and simulation environment 

formed by mapping the DEVS system to the C-H- version of the DMSO RTI. While HLA 

supports interoperation at the simulation level, DEVS/HLA supports modeling level 

features inherited from DEVS - as a generic dynamic systems formalism with a well 

defined concept of modularity and coupling of components. The DEVS/HLA provides 

three libraries; container, devs, and devsHLA. The container library supplies methods 

which can store, retrieve and organize interacting objects, while the devs libaray provides 

methods for the DEVS formalism including atomic and coupled model. The dervsHLA 

supports interface methods between the DEVS and HLA. 

The DEVS/HLA federates communicate through the standard DEVS interfaces of 

the DEVS models they contain. In this manner, DEVS/HLA can support an HLA-

compliant layer in which to formulate DEVS models and modeling formalisms. The key 

concept is that of modularity in which component models are coupled together through 

distinguishable input/out interfaces. This allows messages to be sent from one federate to 
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another using the underlying HLA message transmission facilities called ^^interactions." 

In addition to communication through interactions, HLA also supports attribute updating 

through objects declared for this purpose. DEVS/HLA facilitates such attribute updating 

by supporting quantization-based filtering. For this, the modeler declares HLA objects 

and attributes desired for updating the states of DEVS federates. By attaching quantizer 

objects supplied by DEVS/HLA to such attributes, the appropriate publish/subscribe 

mechanisms are automatically set-up. 

The high level modeling paradigm based on modularity is an efiScient object-

oriented design methodology which reduces the level of complexity significantly for a 

designer to construct models in a hierarchical modular fashion and improves the 

maintenance, reusability, and modifiability of models. This paradigm employs a data 

encapsulation mechanism vsdth which the implementation details of the model are kept 

hidden from the designer. Three steps are required to build the level of hierarchy 

between an upper model and its lower components: create models, add them to the upper 

model, and define coupling relationships. 

As we have discussed, the DEVS/HLA developed is a quantization-based parallel 

and distributed M&S environment which employs: 1) sound system theories — a modeling 

formalism (Time-based DEVS) and system homomorphisms; 2) highly efScient filtering 

scheme called quantization; 3) risk-free PDES DEVS protocol; 4) hierarchical and 

modular object-oriented technology; 5) high level modeling paradigms; and 6) highly 

reliable interoperation facility among federates using HLA. Therefore, this environment 
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is a highly efBcient, reliable, expendable, scalable, reusable, interoperable, user-friendly, 

and a high level M&S tool. 

How the solution extends to a real-time DEVS simulation and implications for the 

design of real time infrastructures are topics for the further research. 
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APPENDIX I. ADVANTAGES OF PREDICTIVE QUANTIZATION 

A detailed theoretical and empirical study of the advantages of predictive 

quantization over non-predictive quantization is provided in [18,19]. Here we will briefly 

review some salient elements of this study. 

First, we note that the model employed for predictive quantization can be very 

simple. An approach that is fully generic for differential equation systems is illustrated in 

Figure 62. An ordinary differential equation system (ODE) consists of a finite number of 

integrators comiected by instantaneous derivative functions to each other and to the 

external interface. A straightforward mapping of such a network on to a distributed 

equivalent is as follows: 

integralor 

instantaneous 
functioa 

« rt-ls. 

component-wisc 
based oti predict 

Figure 62 Mapping Differential Equation Systems directly to Distributed Discrete 

Event Form 
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Each derivative function is mapped to a persistent function element and each 

integrator is mapped to a predictive quantization equivalent while preserving the 

interconnection topology. Basically, a persistent fimction element receives event inputs 

produces the output of a derivative fimction after any one of the inputs changes. The 

predictive quantization integrator (PCI) is basically linear extrapolation as illustrated in 

Figure 63. The time to next boundary crossing is basically the quantum size divided by 

the input (derivative). The boundary is predicted either to be one up or one down 

according to the sign of the derivative. We note that when an input event is received, the 

state is updated using the old input before recalculating the predicted crossing. This 

provides an important correction for error reduction. 

X 
Y 

iY/dT • X 

(n- I4q)- ((i*^l)D-<iVX 

nO 
t4q)- (nD-qVX 

Figure 63 Predictive Quantization Integrator 
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APPENDIX n. QUANTIZED SYSTEMS 

Quantized 

Q) System Q) P 

a) 
tn 

Quantizer Quantizer Internal 
System 

b) 

Figure 64. Quantized Systems 

To study representation of DESS by DEVS we introduce quantized systems as in 

Figure 64a). A quantized system can be decomposed into, hence has the same behavior 

as, a system with input and output quantizers, as in Figure 64b). We call the system 

sandwiched between the quantizers, the internal system. The reason for introducing 

quantized systems is that, as we shall show, they are exactly simulateable by a DEVS at 

the global level, opening the way to study their local (strong, component-wise) 

simulateability. 

We denote a quantized system by < Qki,S, , the sequence of the input 

quantizer, internal system, and output quantizer, respectively. The output segments of 

quantized system are clearly piecewise constant In the following, we'll restrict attention 

to continuous inputs segments with quantum-based quantizers. Such a quantized system 
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is realizable as a DEV&DESS where the crossing of the partition block boundaries are 

implemented as state events. 

Exactly Quantizable Systems 

The quantum. Dm of the input quantizer determines the input sensitivity of the 

quantized system. Similarly, the quantum, Dout of the output quantizer determines the 

output resolution. Next we formulate conditions under which a quantized system 

approaches its internal system as both Di„ and Dout go to zero. We call such systems 

exactly quantizable. 

First, we note that no error propagation problem arises when we let Dout get 

smaller and smaller. The difference between the output trajectory of the internal system 

and its quantized counterpart emerging from the output quantizer is always at most Dout-

Thus, we can safely make Dout as small as needed to make the quantized output match the 

output of the internal system as small as we like. So from here on, we won't worry about 

Dout-

However, to make the output of the internal system match that of the original 

system, we need to consider the size of the input quantum, D (we will drop the subscript, 

form here on). Here, we must take into account the accumulation of the error introduced 

by the quantization. This occurs because the internal system has memory and can wind 

up in different states due to the different inputs. Moreover, as we have seen, once states 

have diverged, they may be forced into even greater divergence due to the amplification 

dynamics of the system. Thus, we must come up with conditions on the system that 
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enable us to control this error propagation to as small as level as desired by reducing the 

input quantum. 

Coupled Systems with Quantized Components 

A coupling of quantized components is a coupled system specification in which 

the components are quantized systems and for which quantizers are present at the input 

and output interfaces (Figure 65). As usual our first concern is whether such 

specifications result in well-defined systems. Such networks operate very much like 

DEVS networks. Indeed, we shall see that they can be directly represented by DEVS 

equivalents. 

Figure 65 Coupled Model of Quantized Systems 

[Theorem 1] Quantized Moore Systems are Closed under Coupling 
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Proof (sketch). We establish that coupling of quantized Moore systems has a 

well-defined resultant. For a global state of such a coupled model, there is a well defined 

next event time. This is the smallest of all times to next boundary crossing of the output 

quantizers of the components. Not considering external input, until the next event time, 

all outputs of the output quantizers remain constant, and therefore all inputs to input 

quantizers remain constant. (The interior systems of the components may, however, be 

undergoing state transitions in response to these constant inputs.) 

Consider an internal event which occurs when the time to next event has el^sed 

without an intervening external event (defined below). At such an internal event one or 

more outputs change, and the changed outputs are sent to the output quantizer as well as 

to the influenced components via the component interface maps. If boimdaries of the 

input quantizers are crossed, these changes are transmitted as new input levels to the 

transition functions of the influenced interior systems. Since the latter are Moore systems, 

their individual next event times are greater than zero, and the global next event time is 

also greater than zero. 

Now consider the response of the network to an external event, i.e., an input 

causing a change in the output of the input quantizer. Here the external input causes a 

change in the output of the input quantizer before the next internal transition. When such 

an event occurs, the new level is transmitted through the input interface maps to the input 

quantizers of the receiver components. The same subsequent behavior can be observed as 

in the internal event case. Both internal and external events can occur at the same time. 
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i.e., a component output quantizer crosses a boundary at the same time that the inptit 

quantizer does. This confluent behavior is resolved by the component interface functions. 

Closure under coupling follows since now the resultant is a system that is 

sandwiched between the input and output quantizers. 

Next, consider the relationship of a coupling of quantized systems to a coupling of 

their interior systems. Suppose each of the interior systems is quantizable with zero error. 

We assume that in each case, the input quantization is that of the maviTnnm quantum size 

given by the sensitivity. However, we can choose the output quantizations. Under what 

conditions on the latter quantum sizes will the coupling of quantized system exactly 

represent the coupling of interior systems? 

Figure 66 illiistrates the two sources of erron a) the output quantization may be 

too coarse for an input quantization it influences, and b) misaligned quantizations. In case 

a), a change in output of the originzd sending component would have been noticed earlier 

by receiving component than by its counterpart in the quantized network. In other 

words, the sending component uses too liberal a definition of significance for the needs 

of the receiver. In case b), even though the output quantum is smaller than the input one, 

the corresponding boundaries do not line up exactly with each other. 
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Figure 66 Conditions for Error-Free Coupling 

Partition refinement is the formal requirement that obviates the two tj^s of 

errors. With it we can state: 

[Theorem 2] Component-wise simulation of Systems with Finite Sensitivities 

Given a coupled model of quantizable systems with given sensitivities. A coupled 

model of quantized systems can component-wise simulate the given coupled model under 

the conditions that the input quanta are the respective sensitivies and the output 

quantizations refine the input quantizations they influence. 

Figure 67 illustrates an application of this theorem. The state of a sender (A) must 

be updated for two receivers (B and C) with different sensitivities. The theorem says that 
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we must use output quantizations that refine the input quantizations that they influence. 

However, it does not require us to use the smallest quantum size 1 (that of C) for both 

receivers. We can use a quantum of 10 at the output of the sender for receiver B without 

loss of fidelity, while employing the finer quantization for output to receiver C. 

Anticipating DEVS simulation of the next section, in this sensitivity-based updating  ̂ the 

total number of messages sent by DEVS simulators of the quantized systems can be 

significantly reduced. As indicated by the reverse arrow, feedback (e.g. fix)m B to A) 

allowed in such couplings and its benign effect has been accounted for in formulation of 

the theorem. Of course, as illustrated in the figure, information about others' quantum 

sizes must be retained in the component simulators. 

Figure 67 Selective Updating based on Sensitivity 
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